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1,
INTRODUCTION
Tlie purpose of this study is to ev<9luate three programs
for teaching arithmetic in Grade One. In the first program
an incidental approach is used. In the second program a com-
mercial workbook is used. The third program is one planned
by tne writer to use concrete and semi-concrete materials in
the development of arithmetic concepts in Grade One.

CHAPTER I
SUIVMARY OP PREVIOUS RESEARCH
The follov/ing summary of reserrch studies on arithmetical
backgrounds of school entrants is in tv/o sections. The first
section is organized according to the six stages in the count-
ing process listed by Brueckner and Grossnickle— ''^ as follows:
(1) Rote counting
(2) Enumeration
(5) Identification
(4) Reproduction
(5) Comparison
(6) Grouping
The second section is devoted to research studies based on
other arithmetical knov/ledge of the entering pupil.
.2/.
Section 1
Rote counting by ones
.
--Buckingham and IviacLatchy—^ con-
ducted an investigation involving first-grade entrants in
cities and villages in Ohio and Texas. These authors included
1/Brueckner , I~eo J. and Grossnickle, Foster E. How to Iviake
Arithmetic r.eaningful . The John C. vi/inston Co. Philadelphia,
1947, p. 170.
2/Buckingham, B. R. and MacLatchy, Josephine H. "imraber Abili-
ties of Children Vihen They Enter Grade One". Report of the
Society's Committee on Arithmetic. Twenty- I^inth Yearbook,
National Society for Study of Education. Bloomington, 111.
-M^ai-C-S^Q Q l -PufeU^j^ng Ca.^ 19^^- pp . 475- 5P4
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also tne city of Cincinnati in this investigation, receiving
returns on about 1,110 ciiildren in that city, findings from
the two groups testea were separated into the so-called Lain
Study and the Cincinnati Study. The following data from
these studies shov/ the per cents of children v/ho counted ac-
curately by ones to given numbers:
Main Study Cincinnati Study
(1356 children) (1067 children)
Counting to 11 89.1 88.6
Counting to 20 59.0 63.3
Counting to 100 11.9 10.7
Through the courtesy of Director William L. Connor of
Cleveland, Buckingham and MacLatchy report also the findings
of a Cleveland study made at the same time as their nain
study and having a similar purpose. On the Cleveland study
is reported:
"in rote counting by ones, returns were received from
313 C. (Cleveland) cnildren, of whom 18 per cent counted
correctly to 50 or higher ... .Seventy- six per cent of
the C. children counted to 20 or more . . . .iJinety-seven
per cent of the C. criildren could count at least to 10."
Browne11—"^reports a study conducted on 631 school entrants
in 24 schools in rural communities or cities in B'lorida, l^lorth
Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. uf the 631 children
included in the study 90/i could count through 10 by ones and
52^^ could count by ones to 20.
1/Brownell, vjilliam A. "i'\rithmetic in Grades I and II." Duke
University nesearch Studies in Education Ix^umber 6 . Duke
University Press. Durham, North Carolina, 1941.
0
3i
'/i/oodyi'^f inds in pn inventory test given in 39 different
school systems throughout the united States that of tne 94
kindergarten children tested, 26% counted by ones to 100, of
the 604 cnildren in Grade IB, 38% counted by ones to 100, and
also successfully counting in this manner were 66% of the 1897
children in irrade lA.
In an investigation involving 125 cnildren ages tnree to
2/
six years, kcLaughlinr- finds the follov/ing data on rote count-
ing by ones:
"All the three-yerr olds counted by rote to two and
69.2 per cent counted to 4. One child counted to
12. Among the four-year-olds 51 per cent counted
beyond 12; 18 per cent reached 20 and 12 per cent
Y/ent beyond this point....
"Rote counting is more conspicuously developed in
the fifth than in the two earlier yerrs. Fifty-
five per cent of the group reached tne second
decade, of these 22,5 per cent counted several
decades beyond, and 12.5 per cent counted to 100."
Stotlar—reports the follov/ing results obtained on testing
19 children from 50 to 69 months when these v/ere asked to count
as far as they could:
"One cnild was able to count to 100 by rote .... Sixty-
eight per cent of the children could successfully
count to between 10 and 30, and 26 per cent of the
children could count only to 6 or less."
1/ Vifoody, Clifford. "Arithmetical jjackgrounds of Small Children!
TTournal of Educational Research,V24 . October, 1931, pp. 188-201
|
«
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2/ McLaughlin, Katherine. "Number Ability of i^reschool Cnildren
Childhood Education V.ll. May, 1935, pp. 348-353
3/ Stotlar, Carolyn. "Arithmetic Concepts of freschool ChildrerJ
Elementary School Journal V.46. February, 1946, pp. 342-345

4Yoloimi^tested 50 boys and 50 girls on the first day of
school and reports that 2Q,h of the boys and 20/6 of the girls
could count by rote higher than 20.
Counting by tens. --In the study conducted in uhio, Texas
2/
and Cincinnati, Buckingham and liacLatchy—'^make these strtements
concerning counting by tens:
"Eleven hundred twenty-one usable returns were received
on this topic... Fully fifty per cent of tne children
were either unable to count by tens at all or were able
to count to 100. About 25 per cent of them counted to
100. Rather more than 25 per cent failed altogether.
Fully half of them counted at least as far as 40."
The follov/ing are the percents reported on the Main study
and the Cincinnati study as conducted by Buckingham and
3/MacLatchy—
;
Main Study Cincinnati Study
(1356 entrants) (1035 entrants)
Counting to 40 by tens 27.3% 28.9%
Counting to 100 by tens 26. 3!^^' 22.3^
4/Woody— finds the following data on counting by tens;--Of
the 94 kindergarten cnildren tested 32/0 counted to 100; of the
604 Grade IB children tested 46/o counted to 100; of tne 1897
Grade lA children tested 69% counted to 100.
1/Yokum, Albert D. An Inquiry into the Teaching of Addition and
"Subtraction. Philadelphia Civil Printing Co. 1901, pp. 13-14
2/Buckingham B. R. and MacLatchy, Josephine H. op. cit. 473-524
3 /lb id, p. 473-524
4/vVoody, Clifford, op. cit. p. 188-201
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Counting by twos . --Vi/oody adds to his above findings on
rote counting the following data on counting by twos: --Of the
94 kindergr^rten children tested, 1% counted by twos to 30;
of the 604 Grade IB children tested, 14% counted by tv/os to 30;
of the 1897 lA children tested, 34/o counted by twos to 30.
Rote counting. -- In a summary of her report on an experi-
ment with 44 children in the Laboratory School of Southern
Illinois Normal University, Motti'^reports thf^t of the 23
children entering school in the fall, 96 per cent could count
by rote beyond 10, 82 per cent could count to 15, 30 per cent
beyond 20 and 22 per cent to 100.
2/Wittich— administered a number refdiness test at the
beginning of school to 76 children ages 5 years, 5 months, to
7 years, 1 month. Of this number it v/rs found thr t all coula
count orally to ten by ones, and 15 of the group could count
over 100.
3/Enumeration. --McLaughlin— refers to this ability to
enumerate or use number names in counting objects as "rational"
counting and says of it:
"Rote counting employs simple recall of verbal
numerals in correct serial order, but rational
counting uses this function and besides, requires
1/ Mott, Sina M. "Mumber Concepts of Small Children," Math-
eiratics Teacher, 38 (November, 1945): ki91-301
SAvittich, Vv'slter A. "A Number Readiness Test," The School
Executive, Vol. 61 (March, 1942): 11-13
3/McLaughlin, Katherine, op. cit. p. 348-353
r
61
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the matching or tallying of the correct verbal
numerals with the corresponding objects being
discriminated.
"That is, rational counting employs a relational
form of thinking which holds the tv/o factors,
number names and discr Iraina ted objects, together
in one-to-one relation.
"Rational counting is thus seen to involve com-
plex mental activities."
This same author reports on her investigation including
125 children from 3 :7ears to 6 years of age. She also included
a few tv;o-year-old ctiildren to "deterinine to what extent dis-
crimination of objects in a series was observable." The
following include results obtained on the two-year-old children
and also those older:
"One Ciiild, twenty- seven months old, pointed to the
sep'^rate items arranged in a row saying as he touched
each, 'Dee-dee-dee.' Three others a few months old-
er used the terms , "dee-one
,
dee-one, dee-one" or "dat-one,
da t- one, dat-one" or "one, one, one."
"This immature form of response is replaced later, as
was shown on the individual records of the three-year-
old children, by the first terms of the numferal series.
Inability to master the idea of corresponoence limits
rational counting for three-yerr-olds to approximately
the first decade; 61 per cent of the group reached
4 and one child counted to 11. In the fourth year
tv/o- thirds, and in the fifth all but one child
bridged the first decade; 15.1 per cent of the fourth
and 47.5 per cent of the fifth-year group counted
beyond 20; a few reached 100. Throughout the three
successive ^rears there was a steady advance in
ability to enumerate correctly the items in the con-
crete series, though, in general, achievement in
rational counting was less than thrt in rote until
the first three or four decades v/ere reached."
Of the 631 school entrants tested in his study, iDrownell—
^
1/Brownell, v;m. A. "Aritniue tic in Grades I and II," Duke univer-
sity Research £tudle_s_Jja -KdJLLC^ljQn_JiMQ^ -6
c
7i
m
reports 99 per cent counted five objects correctly, 93 per cent
counted eight, and 89 per cent counted ten in response to the
direction, "Here are some pegs, (or smell objects scattered at
random). I want you to tell me how m?ny you hpve." The child
was required to touch each object as the number name was said,
"thus to shovi' that he actually has established a one-to-one
correspondence between the series of language terms and the
objects in the group."
To test the ability of school entrants to enumerate,
Buckingham and MacLatchy— required the children to count as
many as they could of the 20 objects placed before them. Of
the 1222 children in the Main Study 70 per cent counted at
least 15 objects; over 90 per cent counted at least ten objects;
58 per cent counted all objects correctly.
In their Cincinnati Study of 1014 children these authors
report that 75 per cent counted, to 15; 90 per cent counted to
ten; and 62 per cent counted all objects correctly.
From the Cleveland data (through the courtesy of Director-
William L. Connor) come these dPta obtained when 1242 kinder-
garten children followed directions to put tv/enty tacks into a
board: -26 per cent v/ere successful on two trials and 22 per
cent v/ere successful on one trial.
2/Buckingham and Ma cLatchy-^ concluded another test in
their study. This required the naming of the number of objects
T^uckingham and MacLatchy op. cit. p. 473-524
7 lb id _CL..- 500

placed at random before the child tested. The authors evaluate
the term "naming" in this statement:
"it is to be understooa, however, that naming
includes something more. It includes enumeration
of a group of objects, the determination of how
many objects there are in the group, and then
giving the correct name to this number."
In the Main Study these authors find that of tne 1356
children tested, the following named the numbers correctly:
81.5 per cent named five
75.0 " " " six
74.3 " " " seven
72.2 " " " eight
70.4 " " " ten
From the Cincinnati data of the 1123 children tested
comes the following figures:
80.2 per cent named five
68.5 " " " six
62.9 " " " seven
62.6 " " " eight
60.2 " " " ten
From Vi/oody'si'^ experiment come the following data;
Of tne 94 kindergarten children 71 per cent counted
20 circles
Of the 604 Grade IB children 79 per cent counted 20
circles
Of the 1897 Grade lA children 93 per cent counted 20
objects
1/ Woody, Clifford op. cit. p. 188-201
r
The same author makes these statements on tne results
of his testings:
"(1) The children have considerable knowledge of
counting even though formal instruction in the
subject has not begun; (2) the percentage of
correct responses increases from Grade to Grade;
(3) the exercises involving counting twenty
circles and counting them in order proved easier
than rote counting by I's or 10 's; (4) the ex-
ercise involving rote counting to 100 by 10 's
was easier than that involving counting to 100
by I's."
Of the 50 boys tested on the first day of school by
Yokum—'^32 per cent could count with objects higher than 20.
Of the 50 girls tested 38 per cent could count higher than 20.
»
2/Stotlar s— test on 19 children reveals that in counting
28 blocks:
"16 per cent v/ere able to count to or above 28.
Pifty-three per cent of the children counted
to between 10 and 17, and 32 per cent counted
seven or fewer blocks. Of these, two had no
concept of numbers of objects. According to
these tests, there is no marked difference in
the children's ability to count by rote and
their number concept. Both are developing at about
the same rate."
Grant^^states that:
"The counting of objects using cardinal numbers
seems generally to be better understood than the
counting of objects in ordinal relp tionship
.
liowever, the latter ability, among beginning
1/Yokum, Albert D. op. cit. p. 13-14
2/stotlar Carolyn op. cit. p. 342-345
3/Grant, Albert. "An Analysis of the Number Knowledge of
First- Grade Pupils According to Levels of Intelligence."
Journal of Experimental Education, 7 (September, 1938, p. 63-66

first grpde pupils of the same s,;e, is also closely
relFted to their level of intelligence."
Motti'^makes this statement about object counting:
"The fact that almost half the children of this age
(51 months to 70 months) are counting objects be-
yond their rote counting indicates tne fact that
rote counting is not a necessary prelude to object
counting."
2/Identification : --BrownelW says of identification,
"Closely related to ability in enumeration is the ability to
identify or name the number of objects in groups of various
sizes." This same author in a test given to 692 school entrants
gives the following per cents of those successfully following
directions to "put a mark on the man with four balloons; on
Mary's birthday cake v/ith seven candles; on the pot with ten
flowers"
:
85.8 per cent identified four
70.9 " " " seven
78.5 " " " ten
3/In the interviev/ test given by Buckingham and MacLatchy—
the following percentages are given for those successfully
Identifying the number of objects scattered at random before
them
:
Of the 1123 children tested in the Main Study who were
1/Mott, Sina M., "Number Concepts of Small Children." The
Mathematics Teacher 38 (November, 1945). p. 291-301
2/Brownell, i/Villiam A. op. cit. p. 20
3/Buckingham, B. R. and MacLatchy, J. H. op. cit. p. 473-524
e
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successful in three trials at this test:
62,6 per cent for five
51.9 " " " six
46.4 " " " seven
45.1 " " " eight
42.1 " " " ten
In this same test ao.ministered in Cincinnati, the per
centsges of the 1123 children tested are given as:
80.2 per cent identified five
68.5 " " " six
62.9 " " " seven
62.6 " " " eight
60.6 " " " ten
l/ 2/Brovifnelw reports on a test by Woody— involving 1897
Grade lA pupils. Woody finds that 91% can identify five,
86 per cent c^n identify seven, 75 per cent can identify nine,
and 80 per cent can identify ten.
3/Reproduction.—BrownelW differentiates between identi-
fication nnd reproduction in this statement;
i
"identification is the activity by which one answers
the question, 'How many apples have I? ' Reproduction,
on the other hand, is the activity in which one
engages to comply with the request, 'Give me five
apples. ' In the case of iaentif ication a group of
objects is given and their number must be found;
VBrownell, William A. op. cit. p. 24
2/Vifoody, Clifford. "Knowledge of Arithmetic Possessed by Young
Children." Bulletin of the School of Ed. Indiana Univ. VI
duly, 1930 ) p. 50-85
3/Brownell, William A. op. cit. p. 25
€«
C
in the case of reproduction the number is given
or announced and the corresponding group of objects
must be found. The mentrl processes required in
the two number feats pre mprkedly different."
In tiiis author's study of school entrants the directions
for testing this mental process were:
1. "This boy wants to play marbles. Draw five
marbles for him.
2. "Look at the umbrellas. They have no handles.
Put handles on six of them." (Nine umbrellas
are pictured in the test.)
3. "Do you see the rabbits? They have no tails.
Put tails on nine of the rabbits." (Ten rabbits
are pictured.)
Of the 692 chilcren tested
79.9 per cent reproduced five correctly
60.5 " " " six "
53.8 " " " nine "
BrownellVc one lude s
:
"So far as the separate numbers 5, 6, and 9 are
concerned difficulty in reproduction is seen to
have increased with the size of the groups to be
reproduced.
"
2/Buckingham and MacLatchy—^ reporting on the results ob-
tained by Connors in Cleveland say that of the 1242 children
tested 32 per cent succeeded
"in both trials of a test in which they were to
reproduce the numbers 5, 7, 9, and 11 by putting
tne required number of marks in designated spaces
on a sheet of paper. According to the marking
_i/Brownell, William A. op. cit. p. 25
2/Buckingham, B. R. and MacLatchy, J. tl, op, cit. p. 510

plan for this test, the highest obtainable score
was 10, and the median of all the scores actually
made was 8."
These authors required that those tested in their study
of school entrants be able to hand to the teacher the required
number of objects in response to the direct, "Give me five."
Of the 1355 tested in their Main Study the following percent-
ages reproduced once correctly the following numbers;
85.3 per cent reproduced five
80.3 " " " six
80.7 " " " seven
78.0 " " " eight
76.6 " " " ten
From the Cincinnati study the above authors report that
on this same test these percentages reproduced the numbers
correctly:
83.2 per cent reproduced five
73.4 " " " six
71.7 " " " seven
67.5 " " " eight
67.0 " " " ten
Comparison .— A portion of Browne 11 ' s-i'^test deals with
comparison. Relative to this Brownell says:
"Under this caption are included such terms like
largest, shortest, most, and so on, a total of
eleven such terms by means of which one describes
crude differences in size or amount without at-
tempting to fix exactly the degree of the difference."
1/Brownoll,—w-illinia^A. op-i- cit. p. S8

Of the 692 school entrants Brownell—tested he finds the
following successfully identifying the following terms:
Largest 83.7 per cent
Smallest 79.2 " "
Longest 93.9 " "
Shortest.... 89.5 " "
Most (eggs in nest) 96.8 " "
Most (apples on tree).. 97. 4 per cent
Fewest 63.7 " "
Broivnell reports data obtained by V/oody^^when he tested
children from kindergarten through Grade IIA. For Grade lA
pupils the percentage succeeding on all combined items was 17
per cent. In the test vi/ere items, twenty- tv/o in number, and
some dealing with the abstract, as "Which is more, 2 or 4?"
and those dealing v/ith the more concrete as "Which is most,
11 cookies, 7 cookies, or 9 cookies?"
2 /Russell— tested pupils in kindergarten, first and second
grades. 'Questions in this test involved the words, "most",
"more , " '^east"
,
"less", "equal." The author notes these out-
comes:
1. "The results lead to the conclusion that tne cnild's
first concept of number is a manyness from which
the quantity and serial aspects of number dif-
ferentiate. Data were presented to snow that the
l./Brownell , 'William A. op. cit. p. 28
2/Woody, Clifford op. cit. p. 50-85
5/Rus sell, Ned. "Arithmetical Concepts of Children." Journal of
c
differentiation is a gradual process -.vhich, at
tiie seven- yepr-ola level and beyond does not
reach the adult's conception of the cardinal
and ordinal ideas of number.
2. "The present study substantiates the hypothesis
that the cardinal and ordinal number concepts
develop simultaneously. Ability to count, in
itself, is not a reliable measure of this
development.
3. "The child, four-and-a-half to five years of
age, readily understands the terms 'most',
'both', and 'biggest.' i/Vords denoting 'same'
and 'equal' are not comprehended. Trie child
can compare groups of blocks up to ten v/ith
remarkable accuracy, although he has a visual
notion only of three or, perhaps, of four.
4. "The seven-year- old cnila uses such terms as
'many', host', and 'more.' The words 'same'
and 'equal' are not full^?- comprehended. Count-
ing by ones is a difficult method for dif-
ferentiating groups and is not accurate above
five. Ihe child will form sub-groups first
which have unequal value ma themp tically . At a
later stage in the differentia process, count-
ing by ones is employed.
5. "it is likely (as many have maintained) that
the first grade pupil will be mature enough to
master comp letely and understand isolated addi-
tion and subtraction facts. tormal work such
as drill over these arithmetic facts should be
discouraged. The observations indicated that
tne initial training in arithmetic should be
undertaken with the use of concrete materials."
Grantingnalyzed according to levels of intelligence the
responses of 563 children entering first grade when Test 5 of
2/the i..e tropolitan Readiness Tests— v/as adjTiinis tered. Relative
1./Grant, Albert. ""An Analysis of the Immber Imowledge of I'irst-
Grade Pupils According to Levels of Intelligence." Journal of
i
Experimental Education, 7 (Sept., 1938) p. 63
I
! 2/liildreth, Gertrude and Griffeths, Nellie, i.ie tropolitan Readi-
I
ness Tests. World Book- X^o^ jL^Qv^S.- - •Y"onker_s.^^
^
e
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to the portion of the test dealing with number terms, Grant
States
:
"Over two-thirds of the 'dull', over four-fifths of the
'average', and practically all of the 'brightest'
unders-csnd the following number terms: 'longest',
'middle', 'shortest', 'tallest', 'widest', and 'smallest.
The terms 'half' and 'as long as' are understood by
smaller portions of tne group."
1/Grouping .—Deans-, concerned with the fact thrt children
solve quantitave problems on the level easiest to them, that
of one-to-one counting, exhorts teachers to stress more this
fiaze in number experience. This author says of grouping:
" teachers must consciously and persistently
try to help children to think in terms of groups,
thereby moving one step beyond, the counting level.
" this stage of number learning is recognized
by many experts in the field to be a v/eak spot in
the experiences of most children. If grouping
does not normally occur then it must be planned
for if progression in learning is to be assured."
2/Carper—, testing nearly 300 school entrrnts, reports
that 81 per cent grouped three, 66 per cent grouped four, and
52 per cent grouped five. This author cautions that success
in grouping pictured objects is affected. by"(l) the kind of
imbedding (context) of the units with vi/hich the child must
deal, (2) the form, or shape of the objects, and (5) the pattern
or arrangement of the objects in the group."
ans, Edwina
.
"CJhildren ' s Experiences and the Development of
tiuantitative and ;,ualitative Concepts." Tiiis is Arithmetic
Bulletin of the Assoc. for Childiiood Education. Vi/ashington,
D.C. Association for Childhood Education, 1945. p. 12
2/Carper, Doris V. "Seeing Numbers as Groups in Primary-Grade
Arithmetic." Elementary School Journal, 43 ( November , 1942
)

This author goes on to say:
"When the simple geometric units, arranged in a
regular pattern, appeared with no background the
portion of the five-year-olds v/ho grouped the
units was fairly large, uf these, 77.8 per cent
could group three, 36.4 per cent could group four
and five. When the simple outline v/as put around
the results v/ere less favorable. 58.3 per cent
could group three, 29.1 per cent could group four
or five. V/hen the background or figures v;ere
even more complex were 49.9 per cent for three,
19.1 per cent for four and five on one test and
on a more complex arrangeiaent 29.4 per cent for
three, and 1.5 per cent for four and five. Thus
it is seen that success decreased as complexity
of background of the test increased.
"it was also found that those obtaining answers
by grouping were fewer in number as the units
varied from:
"(1) compact units - - circles and squares
"(2) fairly com.pact units - - bunnies and
dogs, and
"(3) less compact units - - stick men and
birds
.
"it is interesting to note that the percentage of
pupils recognizing groups of four and five as
dots were arranged in an irregular pattern was
only one-eighth the percentage able to recognize
groups of four and five arranged in a regular
pattern.
"
LicLaughlini^tested 125 children in ages from three to six
years and reports the following:
"The methods of response showed advance in maturity
from age to age. All but one of the three-year-olds
sensed the problem of matching (matching a collection
of concrete items v/ith a like numbered collection)
;
some matched two and three but laid down handfuls
for larger numbers to indicate their idea of 'many)
and hence had too many objects to count. Brighter
VMcLaughlin, Katherine "Number Ability of rre-School Children."
Childhood Education, 11 (May, 1935) p. 348-353
c
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ones Identified groups by counting but for them
'how mfiny' was still the counting of separate
units. Une child had advanced to the point
v/here he could recognize two and three without
counting, and four as two twos.
"Among four-year-olds the idea of 'many' was
designated by a favorite number, ten-two,
twenty- ten, and the like; two and three were
readily recognized without counting; larger
numbers v/ere attacked at once by counting or
were broken up into twos, threes, or more
rarel^r, into fours or fives; counting as a means
of matching, forming, discriminating or naming
number groups while few four-year-olds failed
to realize this fact; one subject who ranked
highest in general intelligence responded to
three, four, and five by beginning with two
and counting to the remainder one at a time.
"Practically all five-year-olds recognized two
and three at a glance; four was often so
recognized, but to many it v/as two tv/os or
"chee" and one more; high scores v/ere made by
good 'counters'."
The same author also concludes that
" the order of development is from percep-
tion of simple spatial forms of aggregates
toward analysis, first by counting single
unities, later, by recognition of small
numbers as two or three and counting on the
other unities in the group number. Still later
these small groups may be combined by counting
by tv;os, or by combining 'doubles', i.e. two
and two; three and three, etc. Finally, a
mature stage is reached, characterized by the
prompt recognition and naming of aggregates as
groups or cardinal numbers."
Regarding the portion of the test v/hich dealt with the
combining of aggregates of two or three numbers, the author
states
:
"Combining was a difficult test for all the
children tested. B'ew three-year-olds had any
understanding of the task. A few who attempted
it employed counting methods. A year later
c
counting became the general procedure though a
few of the four-year group recognized small
aggregates from which they counted forward.
"Mature five-year-olds grouped the idea of
augmentation more clearly as that of counting
on from a familiar small number. A few counted
forv/ard by twos to a point of vantage and con-
tinued by ones to reach the sum sought. One or
two children who knew a few simple combinations
used these. The least mature children who con-
tinued the tallying methods of the younger years
used such concrete methods as oobbing their heads,
tapping with fingers or feet or the like. In
some instances the use of tallies had become a
deft skill not easily detected while in progress."
Deans—^points out the stages from counting to use of the
number facts:
"Research has snown that counting does not necessarily
lead the ciiild to an understanding of the simple
number facts. Instead he must master a whole
series in learning before he can have adequate
understanding of the number facts
"I'Vhen children are able to manipulate groups with
understanding and to recognize them readily, they are
then ready to go one step beyond number experiences
involving grouping and to begin to work toward an
understanding of abstract numbers and the ability
to use numbers in the abstract."
Section 2
2/Number Pacts:—Woody— found:
"There was a great range in the knowledge of addi-
tion possessed by children in primary grades be-
fore formal instruction was introduced The
children in the kindergarten manifested consider-
able knovi/ledge of the easier com.binr tions , some
knowledge of the harder ones, and a little knowledge
I./ Deans , Edwina . op. cit. p. 12
2•y^oody, Clifford, op. cit. p. 188-201
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of the exercises involving adding three one-place
numbers and those involving a two-place number
and p. single-place number. In each of the suc-
cessive grades an increasingly greater percentage
of the pupils gave the correct responses to these
types of exercises of the pupils gave the correct
responses to these types of exercises of the pupils
gave the correct responses to these types of ex-
ercises and to those types representing more dif-
ficult combinations and more complicated processes.
The children in Grades lA, 2B, and 2A ready for the
introduction of formal study of arithmetic in the
school year, possess, if their scores mean anything,
a surprising amount of knowledge of the subject
matter to which they will be exposed during their
first year of systematized instruction."
Other evidence of school entrants' familiarity with
number facts is offered by Buckingham and MacLatchy^{^ In their
Main Study the following percentages and facts are given of the
1356 children tested:
71.5 per cent responded correctly to 5 plus 1
63.9 ti II II tt It 7 plus 1
48.5 II II II II II 1 plus 9
36.9 11 II ti 11 It 4 plus 4
48.5 It It II If It 1 plus 6
43.8 tt It II II It 5 plus 2
43.6 11 It II II tt 8 plus 2
21.8 n It n If tt 4 plus 5
31.8 II II tt 11 tt 5 plus 3
26.9 tt tt ti II It 3 plus 5
The above results are from a test in which the facts are
put into verbal problems.
1/Buckingham, B. R. and MacLatchy, J. H. op. cit. p. 473-524
C
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The following results are found when the problems were
given and concrete objects used to Illustrate:
66.0 per cent answered 2 plus 2
45.2 " II It 8 plus 1
50.7 " II II 6 plus 1
53.0 " ti It 1 plus 7
It It
^ X U, o 1X
39.7 " It It 2 plus 4
37 . 1 " n It 2 plus 8
50.2 " II It 2 plus 6
32 . 6 " It It 3 plus 7
31.8 " It It 4 plus 6
Buckingham and MacLatchyi/list also the percentages re-
ceived from the Cincinnati Study. Gliose achieving correct
answers in verbal problems are
71.9 per cent answered 5 plus 1
65.0 " II It 7 plus 1
53.2 n It It 1 plus 9
34.9 " II 11 4 plus 4
50.8 " It It 1 plus 6
42 . 5 " It tt 5 plus 2
43.3 " II It 8 plus 2
21.6 " 11 tt 4 plus 5
34.2 " II It 5 plus 3
27.5 " It tt 3 plus 5
1_/Buckingham, B. R. and MacLatchy, J. H. op
rr
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In problems with concrete objects used to illustrate:
70.1 per cent answered 2 plus
46.1 " " " 8 plus 1
54.5 " " " 6 plus 1
53.8 " " " 1 plus 7
70.5 " " " 3 plus 1
39.3 ' ' ' <d plus 4
36.0 " " " 2 plus oo
37.2 " " " 2 plus 6
27.4 " " " 3 plus 7
27.4 " " " 4 plus 6
In the Cleveland Study reported by Buckingham and Mac-
Latchyi'^he follov/ing per cents of the 313 children answered
number facts in verbal problems:
36.4 per cent answered 8 plus 2
47.6 " " " 5 plus 1
30.1 " " " 7 plus 1
37.0 " " " 4 plus 4
In problems with concrete objects used to illustrate:
75.7 per cent answered 2 plus 2
46.6 " " " 1 plus 7
37.1 " " " 2 plus 4
27.2 " " " 2 plus 8
28.8 " " " 2 plus 6
1/Ibid. p. 473-524
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Fractions.—Polkinghornei^says of young children and
fractions:
"Children in the priinsry grades know a great deal
more about fractions than is often impgined. A
study which justified tnis stptement was made with
266 children from the kindergarten, the first, tne
second, and the third grades of the Elementary
School of the University of Chicago "
The following are the results obtained in this study:
1. "These primary school children hsd certain con-
cepts of fractions, as every child tested snov/ed
evidence of some knowledge of fractions.
2. "....It is seen thf5t the children who took the
tests understood unit fractions better than any
other fractions included in tne test; that
these cnildren knev; something about proper
fractions which are not unit fractions; that
very few of tne children knew anything about
improper fractions; and about the identification
of fractions; and that only one of these
primary school children knew anything about
equivalent fractions."
Tnese tests demonstrated, too, that children knew much
more about certain fractions than about others, trom this
study it vi/as found that the children knew the fractions used
in this study in this order: l/2, l/4, l/3, SA, 2/3, 4/3, 3/2,
3/5, 5/4, 2/5.
These tests also demonstrated:
a. That the children knew more about a unit fraction as
applied to a single object than about any other of the fractions
used in the test; l/2 of 1, etc.
b. They knew a unit fraction when it was used in the
l/Polkinghorne , Ada R. "Young Children and Fractions." Child-
Hood Education, 11 (May, 1935) 354-358

comparison of two objects. "This is 4 ps big as that," etc.
c. The children knew less about the unit fraction as ap-
plied to a group of objects thPn about the unit fraction ap-
plied to a single object. One-half of 1 is much easier than
I of 4.
d. The children could use frrctions in comparing two
objects better than in comp'-ring two groups of objects. "This
is k of that" is easier than "3 is f of 6."
3 "it is seen that the group of four- to six-
year-olds had some concepts of unit reactions;
that some of the children began to understand
proper fractions other than unit fractions be-
tween the sixth and eighth years; that these
children began to identify fractions betv/een
tne eighth and tenth years; and that they were
almost wholly ignorant of the concept of
equivalent fractions.
vVoody—"^points out that from findings on tests involving
94 kindergarten, 604 Grade IB, and 1897 Grade lA children there
is evidence that children of this level have some familifrity
with fractions, l/2, l/3, and 14, This author states:
"Approximately two- thirds of the children in kindergarten
and Grade IB, three-fourths in Grade lA and 2B, and
nine- tenths in Grade 2A selected from, tne set of
pictures of apples cut into various fractional parts,
the one which showed the apple cut into halves. Al-
most half of the criildren in the kindergarten and
in Grade lA, and slightly over two- thirds of the
children in the other ^;rades under consideration
were able to select the apples cut into fourths and
thirds. The percenta,;:es of children responding
correctly to the questions involving knowledge of
the number of halves, tnirds, or fourths into which
en apple has been cut was considerably less than the
percenta:;e responding to the exercises involving
1/ Woody, Clifford, op. cit. p. 188-201
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the designFtion of apples cut into enumerated
fractional p^rts. The responses to exercises
involving the relative size of the fractions
indicate tna t a very Iprge proportion of the
cnildren knew thr- 1 a wnole apple is larger than
half an apple; approximately half of them knev/
that half of an apple is larger then a fourth
of an apple. A considerably smaller proportion
of the children responded correctly to the
exercises involving half and third, fourth, and
third, pnd h^lf, third, and fourth, but the
percentage making correct responses indicates
some understanding of these fractions."
Wittich—^reports that of the 76 first grade children he
tested:
" Almost all of the children understand the
concept of the fraction one-half. Apparently
the fractions one- third and one-fourth represent
greater difficulty. In almost every case, as
indicated in the reactions to the test, the child
did know that both one- third and one-fourth are
less than one-half. This in itself indicates
recep tivitjT^ to the fraction concept in general,
even among first-grade children."
2/M i s c e 1 1 ane ou s
;
-
-Wo 0 dy-'^ s ta te s as results of his testing
the arithr.'ietical backgrounds of young children that:
" the knowledge possessed by children is not limited
to counting and adding simple combinations, but
includes elementary knowledge of fractions, United
States money, units of various types of measure-
ment, and the understanding of the processes de-
manded in simple verbal problems."
In this author's test the children were not only reoiirec,
to read the time as seen in drawings of clock faces but also
to place the hands on the clock faces to show the time of day
as given by the person testing, following are two of the out-
comes:
25
l/Wittich, Walter A. op. cit. p. 11-13
^A/^ndv^ m-?ffnT.ri, np . p. -i t. . p. 1 RR-2m

"(1) the mean percent" .-:;e of correct responses
on all of the exercises for the children in
the KindergPrteri and u-rade IB was approximately
25 per cent (2) the exercises involving
the reading of the time were considerably
easier than those in v/hich the plscing of the
minute hand to indicate a given time v/as re-
quired .
"
Smiths/investigated the use which children make of
arithmetic outside the classroom. Through personrl interview
of 500 first grade children it was found that:
"30 per cent of the occasions occurred in trans-
actions carried on in stores, 18 per cent on
the clock and 13 per cent in reading Arabic
numerals in finding pages in books.
"in tabulating the frequency of the arithmetical
operations used by the pupils in solving problems,
it was found that the percentages of the total for
the four most frequent operations v/ere as follows:
addition, 35 per cent; counting, 23 per cent; sub-
traction, 12 per cent; and fractions, 8 per cent.
"Since the use of fractions is not commonly con-
sidered an appropriate topic for first grade study,
some readers may be surprised to find it occurr-
ing fourth in frequency. A very large proportion
of the situations involving fractions vi/ere those
in which the children divided candy or food with
playmates or pets. The amounts were confined
almost entirely to halves, quarters, and thirds."
2 /Stotlar— testing pre-school children on ability to write
numbers finds:
" when asked to write numbers, all the
children were definitely conscious that there v/as
such a thing as written numbers, and all but one
made an attempt at writing. F'ive (26 per cent)
successfully completed the task."
Xl Smith, Nila E. "An Investigation of the Uses of Aritliffletic
in the Out-Of-School Life of ir st-brade Children." Elemxentaiy'
School Journal 24 (April, 1924) p. 621-626
.Ei==atgtlar-^-Cari3lyn op -nit, p. .'^44 ^

Reseprch has shown children entering Grade One differ
in arithmetical backgrounds. Therefore, the purpose of this
study is to evpluate three types of programs for arithmetic
in Grade One.
V
CHAPTER II
PLAN OP' THE STUDY
Restatement of the Problem
The purpose of this experiment wf s to evaluate three
types of arithmetic programs in Grade One. Three first
grades in the public school system of (ciUincy, Massachusetts,
were selected. One plan v/as used in each of the tnree grades
and the results tabula tea for each program. Ihe first
program was sn incidental program. In tne second program a
commercial number workbook was used. Ihe third program is
one planned by the writer and makes use of concrete and
semi- concrete materials in the development of number
activities
.
Descriptions of tne Three Programs
Program I - The Incidental Program
This incidental method is not correctly termed a pro-
gram. There pve no planned situations in tnis method. i/i/hen
and if number situations arise they may be used. In the
course of a day in a first grade many opportunities arise in
which numbers and their uses may be explained. These op-
portunities may be used if the teacher so desires, if time
permits, and if the children ere correctly disposed.
This incidental approach v/as used with the first group

included in this experiment. As the foregoing description im-
plies, no definite time was allotted for arithmetic in this
first group.
Program II- The Program in which the Commercial Number Work-
book was used .
In the second, program to be evalupted the children used
a number workbook, "My First Number Book."—'^ This workbook
is chosen because it is the preprimer of number in the arith-
m.etic series by ClPrk, Otis, and Hatton, which series is
used in the school where the experiment was conducted.
The purpose of "iviy First immber Book" is to provide
planned practice to fulfill these objectives listed by the
authors
:
(1) "To know the sequence of numbers from 1 to 10.
(2) "To repd and write the numbers from 1 to 10.
(3) "To recognize the elementary composition and re-
lationships of numbers from 1 to 10; for example,
th?t a group of 5 is composed of groups of 3
pnd 2 or groups of 4 and 1.
(4) "To count objects (1 to 10) and write the number.
(5) "To number objects serially.
(6) "To use unders tandingly a simple vocabulary of
number relations, such as big, little, more,
short, long, take away, count, number, etc.
(7) "To recognize the processes of addition and
subti'Pction in simple concrete situations and
to discover the answer with the help of
pictures or objects."
l./ClPrk, John R
. ,
Otis, Artnur S., and Clark, Caroline Hatton.
My First T^umber Book . World Book Co., Yonkers-On-Hudson, New
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During the second semester, beginning J^'ebrupry 7, 1949,
the second group in this experiment began work in this number
workbook. During a 15-ninute period each day for fifteen
weeks the children who used the number workbook n'orked as one
group on material In the book.
Program III - The Planned Program in v;hich concrete and semi-
concrete materials were used.
This program, planned and taught by the writer, has the
same objectives as those listed for the workbook of Program II.
The lessons in this program parallel those in the workbook.
Ihe workbook provides pictures on the printed page. 'Ihe
lessons in the planned program require concrete materials to
be manipulated by the children. Vi/here tne v/orkbook uses
pictures of objects, the planned program requires actual objech
to be seen and handled by the children.
The concrete materials :-- To carry out the planned pro-
gram it was necessary to provide each child with concrete
materials. To hold these materials each child v/as provided
with an em.p'ty cigar box. Into each cigar box v/ere put the
following concrete materials:
25 acorns
25 pumpkin seeds
25 beans
25 colored pegs
20 toothpicks
10 small colored blocks
•vv IV orlc bosu o
'2 0iiJ 'Vl:idi'i
la esw dII; 0 no
10 buttons
10 pipe cleaners (5 blue and 5 pink)
10 one inch squares of colored paper
10 circles cut from colored paper
10 semi-circles cut from colored paper
10 small triangles cut from colored paper
10 oblongs cut from colored paper
The semi- concrete m.a terials :-- Tne following are diagrams
of oak tag number cards, 9" x 12" made by pasting cutout
colored paper objects on the cards:
<0 (D
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(I>
. — 1

As each number was introduced It was added to this
chart.
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As closely as possible the lessons in the planned pro-
gram followed the development of mnterial in the commercial
number vi^orkbook. In this way there was no added practice
for those in the planned program. If three pages in the work-
book were devoted to work on the number 6, for example, then
three lessons in the planned program v/ere presented to develop
the number 6 through the use of concise te and semi- concrete
materials
.
As each number was introduced it was added to a class
number chart pt the front of the room. On this chart were
tnese items arranged horizontally:
1. The arable num.eral
2. A picture of one or more than one object
snowing the vrlue of the number
3. Semi-concrete materials, such as dots, to
show the value of the number
4. The number name in some cases. Only the
names of the numbers one to five v/ere
taught since these were tne only ones
used in the reading program throughout
the year.
Inventory taken before instructioni --Before a number
was presented inventory was taken. This consisted of dis-
cussion of what v/as known about the number from past ex-
perience. The children were asked what the given number
meant to them. Vl/hen the number 6 v/as to be studied the
i
teacher ssked the questions, "'i/Wiat does six mean? Vi/hen I say
six, what do you think of?" The follov/ing were a fev/ of the
responses listed; 6 o'clock, 6 yenrs old, 6 grades in school,
6 absent, 6 toys, 6 hundred, 6 balls.
Introduction of the number and use of concrete and semi-
concrete ma terials
;
vVhen tiie children had told what the new
number meant to them work was begun v/ith concrete materials.
Objects in the number boxes were used to count. If the
number six were being introduced, blocks up to six were taken
by each child and placea on his d<=sk. Ihen work was done in
grouping these objects. vmen tnree blocks were put in one
place and three in another it could be seen that six was com-
posed of t\vo groups of three. If tv/o blocks were placed at
tne top of the desk and four at the bottom it could be seen
that six also had two groups made up of two and four, and so
forth. By the time in the program that numiber six was intro-
duced the children were sufficiently advanced to stand to
tell what groups were in the number. Fov example, one
child told, "l have five blue blocks and one red block. All
together I have six blocks in this row." Vi/hen this was told,
the fact v/as illustrated on the blackboard with drawings of
five blocks under v/hich was v/ritten the number 5 and then
one block drawn apart v/ith the number 1 under it. The
other children counted likewise to see that the five blocks
and the one block made a total of six. Other groups were
illustrated in a similar manner.
(<
Work with semi-concrete materip.l consisted of counting
objects illustrpted with colored prper on 9" x 12" oak tag
cards. When these were placed within sight of the children
comparisons were made. As directed, the children indicated
the card having the most number of objects or found the card
which had more than a given number, or located two cards
which had the same number of objects.
V/riting the num-ber; - -Following the lesson when the new
number was introduced and added to the class number chart
the children were taught how to write the number. Ihe teacher
wrote tne number on the blackboard, the children traced tne
number in the air and then on paper they traced the number
which had been written by the teacher. After tracing the
teacher's number, each child went on to make tne same number
in the remaining spaces marked off on the paper. while this
was being done the teacher observed each child to ascertain
correct formation of the new number.
Review of num.bers previously taught: -- v'Jhen a new number
was presented and the children taught how to v;rite it the
lessons which followed this were lessons to review the numbers
previously taught. The number of these review lessons were
determined by the work in the rumber book. Vi/h.atever material
v/as reviewed in the number book was also reviewed in the
planned program and in the same num^ber of lessons.
This review work wn s done in different ways. In some
lessons directions were written on the blackboard and the

cnildren follov/ed these, drav/ing objects and numbering them or
illustrpting addition or subtraction facts. uther lessons re-
I quired the use of rulers to give meaning to tne terms longer
and shortest as ,,ell as inches . In some instances arithmetic
and art were correlated and pinwheels were constructed, a vase
of paper pussywillov/s made, or designs developed, using the
terms, circle
,
triangle
,
square
,
semi- circle
,
and oblong .
Work in addition: --Follov/ing the review lessons work was
done in addition. In the numberbook the addition facts 'were
presented with pictures of objects. under these pictures
the number facts were written, such as, 2 balls and 4 balls
are balls. The children were instructed to v/rite the
missing number in the space. To parallel tnis in the planned
program tne cnildren were instructed to place before them two
blocks. VVhen the two blocks had been put at the top of a
practice paper the children were told to ivrite tne number 2.
Mear the two blocks at the top edge of tne paper were next put
four more blocks. v\/hen all the blocks were placed tne children
counted to see that tnere were six blocks. Attention v/as then
directed to the number 2 which had been written on the paper
and the remainder of the fact v/as written, 2 and 4 are 6 . As
described in the lessons in Appendix A, the facts v/ere presented
^
in this form, 2/4 = 6, in a lesson which follov/ed the one in
ivhich it was written 2 and 4 are 6.
I
Work in subtraction: --Work in subtraction follov/ed work
I
in addition, as was the procedure in the workbook. This wa s the
'a:
form used in the workbook:
I see stars. -.'<r^^^
Take away 2 stf^rs.
stars are left.
The children crossed out tv/o stprs, counted the number
left, and vi/rote the number to complete the last sentence.
The following was the method used in the planned program
The children were instructed to place six beans at the top edg
of a practice ppper. Vi/hen this was done the number 6 was
written on the paper. In the next step the cnildren took away
two benns and counted to see how many beans were left. Then
this WPS written, 6 take av/ay 2 leaves 4 . In the next lesson
in subtraction the fact was written 6-2=4 after the ex-
planation of the symbol for subtraction had been given.
Reproducing the facts with drawings : --After use of the
concrete materials, and v^iien the addition or subtraction
fpcts had been written on the practice paper, the children
made drawings of these f^cts in the spaces left on the paper,
as
2/4=6
Tiie foregoing was the program planned by the writer to
use concrete pnd semi- concrete materials in tne teaching of
arithmetic in ^rrade One. Each lesson in tne planned program
v/as taught during a fifteen minute period each day for fifteen

weeks from February seventh to June third, 1949.
Each of the three programs described was taught in one
of three first grades in the City of tctuincy, Massachusetts.
In this city formal prithmetic is not presented until the
second grade. No time is allotted in the first grade for the
teaching of arithmetic other than incidentally. However, for
purposes of this experiment prithmetic was taught in two first
grpdes for fifteen minutes a day for fifteen weeks as stated
above. One of these first grades used the commercial workbook
while the other was taught by tne lessons in the planned
program. These first grades v/ere in the same building. In
another building in the same district a first grade continued
to teach arithmetic throughout the year bv the incidental
method. In the two grades where tne formal programs were
carried out the incidental method v/as used up until the be-
ginning of the experiment. Tne writer taught tne lessons in
the planned program but the other programs were carried out
by the teachers of the other two first grades selected.
Selection of the population:— Included in this experiment
were 78 children. There were 26 in each of the groups taught.
There were more children in each of the first grades selected
but those repeating Grade I were eliminated. In the City of
Quincy there are no public kindergartens so that the children
had received no formcsl training in arithmetic under a kinder-
garten progrsm. The groups hpd corapprable social and economic
backgrounds
.
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Ment&l Pges were determined in May, 1949, when the
Pintner- Cunningham Primary test: Form si^as given by each of
the classroom teachers.
Table I shows the mean chronological and mental ages for
each group.
Table 1
Mean Cnronolon-ical and Mental Ages in Months
Mean Mean
Group Number C • A
.
S.D,. M.A. S.D.
Incidental 26 80.05 4.74 84.74 12.36
Workbook 26 79.45 3.69 91.14 7.77
Planned 26 79.62 3.92 83.93 8.88
The mean chronological age was 80.05 for those in the
incidental program, 79.45 in the workbook program, and 79.62
in tne planned program. The mean mental age for those in the
incidental program was 84.74, in the workbook program 91.14,
and in the planned program, 83.93.
The testing program: --To evaluate these programs an
arithmetic readiness test was constructed. The items included,
v/ere done so in view of the facts revealed in previous research
in the field of arithmetic readiness.
The test v/as in booklet form and consisted of sixteen
pages. The pages were not numbered in case the numbers would
be clues in the answering of some items. Following are the
lettered pages and the areas tested by the items on that page:
l/P intner-Cunningham Primary Test: Form B. World Book Co.
ionkers^onxiudsbn, Kew" York, ^9?6~
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Page A— Three items testing the ability to appreciate
that groups of objects may differ in size or amount. These
items call for marking of the man with the most balloons,
the glass v/ith the most milk, and the bowl with the most fish.
Page B--Four items testing the power to identify the
follov/ing numbers: three, one
,
five
,
and two . On this page
the pictures to be marked, are the three little pigs, the box
with one ball, the cake with five candles, and the picture
with _tv/o kittens.
Page C--Five items testing knowledge of the ordinals;
third, second
,
f if th
,
fourth
,
first . Pictures of animals and
birds are arranged horizontally in rows. In each row one item
is marked as directed; the third horse, the second dog, the
f if tn duck, the fourth bird, and the first bunny.
Page D--Four items testing ability to identify the
follov/ing; a circle
,
a square
,
a triangle
,
a semi- circle .
Page E—Five items testing knowledge of these terms of
|
comparison; biggest
,
largest
,
smallest
,
longest . Pictures of
animals and toys are arranged horizontally in rov/s and the
following are marked; the biggest punpkin, the largest cat,
the biggest pig, the smallest owl, and the longest car.
Page F--Three items testing knowledge of the follov/ing
terms so often used in school: row, middle, partner . Direc-
tions require the marking of the following pictures: the
middle house, the soldiers in a row
,
the girls who are
partners.
t4
Page G--Five items testing the following terms; alone,
I
around
,
different
,
highest
,
lowest . Ttie pictures marked are
the star with the circle around it, the horse standing a lone
,
the fish tnat is different , the plane up highest , the lowest
witch.
Page H-- Three items testing knowledge of the terms
under
,
bottom
,
top . To be ra?rked on this page are the bottom
shelf, the top of the tree and a place under the pony.
Page I--Three items testing ability to tell time. One
of three clocks in each of three rovi^s is identified according
to directions to mark the clock that says S o'clock, the
clock that says 5 o'clock, and the clock that says 11 O'clock.
Page J— Three items testing the ability to reproduce
a given number in a given position. Directions are followed
to put three mrrks at the top, one rn-^rk at the bottom
,
and
two marks in the middle.
Page K--Pour items testing the ability to compare and
find the same number of lines, to reproduce the same number
of lines to interpret the term enough , to reproduce the number
eight snd the number six. On this page in the first ro?/ the
item.s to be marked are the bPlls with the same number of
lines, in the second row an empty box is to be furnished
with the same number of lines ps the picture box, in the
third and fourth rows enough sticks for eight lollipops are
to be m?rkea and enougxi pieces of prper for six cnildren.
Page L
—
Three items testing knowledge of fractions and
J
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the term each . 'Ihe items to be mrrked are the orange cut in
half
,
how raeny each ate, and the sanawich cut in quarters ,
Page M--Four items testing the ability to enumerate and
then write the given number. Objects to be countea and the
corresponding number written are nine sticks, seven sticks,
ten dots, and four dots.
Page N—Five items testing recognition of and the ability
to reproduce the written numbers 2, 6^, 3, 1_2, and 20.
Page 0—Five items testing the ability to solve problems
involving the number facts four plus one , three plus one , four
plus three, five plus five
,
and three plus two .
Page P--Five items testing the ability to solve problems
involving the number facts five minus two , three minus two
,
five plus four
,
eight minus two
,
and six minus four
A complete copy of the test witn directions for administ-
rating and scoring may be found in Appendix B.
This test wps administered during the second week of
school in September before any arithmetic program was started.
At the end of the experiment, June 3, 1949, the test was again
administered to each group and the scores tabulated.

CHAPTER III
MALYSIS OF DAIA
The data were analyzed to study the effect of tne three
programs in Grade One.
The following compFrisons were studied:
1. The results of tne preliminary and final tests in
the incidental and planned programs.
2. The results of tiie preliminary and final tests in the
workbook and planned program.
3. llie results of the preliminary and final tests in
the incidental and workbook program.
4. Sex differences in achievement in the incidental
program.
5. Sex differences in achievement in the workbook pro-
gram.
6. Sex differences in acxiievement in the planned pro-
gram.
4
Table 2
Results of the Preliminpry pnd Final Tests
in
The Incidental and Planned Programs
Test Program Number Mean !^.D«
I Incidental 26
I Planned 26
II Incidental 26'
II Planned 26
Initial Diff. S.E.
Mean Score Diff
3.52 1.98
59.43
42.95
56.14
57.86
S.E.
ivxean
Diff. S.E.
iv.ean Diff
8.07 1.58
6.09 1.19
4.85 0.95
2.56 0.50
Final Diff. S.E.
Mean Score Diff.
1.72 1.06
3.52
1.72
Gain
1.80
1.98
1.06
S.E.
Gain
2.24
Critical
Katie
1.78
1.61
Critical
Ratio
0.80
The mean score obtained in the Planned Program was 42.95
compared with 39.43 in the Incidental Program, in the pre-
liminary test. The critical ratio was 1.78, showing the dif-
ference to be not statistically significant.
The mean score of the Planned Program was 57.86 compared
with 56.14 in the Incidental Program. The critical ratio was
1.61, showing the difference to be not statistically significan|.
In the prelim.inary test the scores of the students in
the Planned Program v;ere higher than those in the Incidental
Program. To eliminate this advantage, the difference of the
two means was found and the standard error of this gain com.-
puted. The critical ratio was not significant. The chances
are 56 in 100 that this is a true difference.
Table three shows the results of the preliminary and finaiL
arithmetic readiness tests in the v/orkbook and planned programs
1
Table 3
Results of the Preliminary and Pinal Tests
in
The Workbook and Planned Programs
s . E . DiffT~STlr: crixrm.
Test Program Number Mean S.D. Mean Mean Diff. Ratio
I Workbook 26
I Planned 26
II Workbook 26
II Planned 26
The mean score obtained in the workbook program was 47.81
compared with 42.95 in the planned program in the preliminary-
test. The critical ratio was 3.15, showing a significant
statistical difference in favor of the children in the workbook
program.
The mean score in the workbook program in the final test
was 58.57 compared with 57.86 in the planned program. The
critical ratio was 1.29, showing the difference to be not
statistically significant. The cnances are 80 in 100 that this
is a true difference.
47.81 5.01 0.98
42.96 6.09 1.19
58.57 1.16 0.23
57.86 2.56 0,50
4.86 1.54 3.15
0.71 0.55 1.29
1
Table four shows the results of the preliminary and final
arithmetic readiness tests in the incidental and v/orkbook pro-
grams .
Tpble 4
Results of the Preliminary and Final Tests
in
The Incidental and workbook Programs
S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical
Test Program Number Mean S.D. Mean Mean Diff. Ratio
I Vi/orkbook 26 47.81 5.01 0.98 « i qa a ri
I Incidental 26 39.43 8.07 1.58 ^'^^ ^'^^
^'^"^
II Viforkbook 26 58.57 1.16 0.23 n ^ 9 c;9
II Incidental 26 56.14 4.85 0.95 '^"^ ^'^^ '^•^'^
The mean score obtained in the workbook program was
47.81 compared with 39.43 in the incidental program in the
preliminary test. The critical ratio was 4.51, showing a sig-
nificant difference in favor of the v/orkbook.
The mean score obtained in the workbook program was 58.57
com.pa red with 56.14 obtained in the incidental program. The
critical ratio vi/as 2.52, not a significant difference. The
chances are 98 in 100 that this is a true difference.

Table five shows the differences in achievement in the
final arithmetic readiness test in the incidental program.
Table 5
Sex Differences in Achievement
Incidental Program
S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical
Number Mean S.D. Mean Mean Diff. Ratio
Boys 14 56.50 4.61 1.26 0.74 1.87 0.39
Girls 12 55.76 4.79 1.38
The mean score obtained by the boys was 58.50 compared
with 55.76 obtained by the girls. The critical ration was 0.39
showing the difference to be not statistically significant.
The chances are 30 in 100 that this is a true difference.
Table six shows the difference in achievement in the
final arithmetic readiness test in the workbook program.
Table 6
Sex differences in Achievement
Workbook Program
Number Mean S.D.
S.E.
Mean
Diff.
Mean
S.E.
Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Boys
Girls
14
12
58.79
58.24
1.37
1.94
0.37
0.56
0.55 0.41 1.34
The mean score obtained by the boys was 58.79 compared
with 58.24 obtained by the girls. The critical ratio was 1.34

i48
%
1
^
showing the difference to be not significant. ITie chances are
80 in 100 that this is a true difference.
Table seven shows the difference in achievement in the
final arithmetic readiness test in the planned program.
Table 7
Sex Differences in Achievement
Planned Program
S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical'
Number Mean S.D. Mean Mean Diff. Ratio
Boys 15 59.39 0.76 0.19 p i no q -z.a
Girls 11 56.81 0.91 0.27 '^'^^ ^'^^ "^^
The mean score obtained by the boys was 59.39 compared
with the score 56.81 obtained by the girls. The critical ratio
was 2.36 which is not significant. The chances are 98 in 100
that this is a true difference.
1
1

ICHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to evaluate three programs
for teaching arithmetic in Grade One. In the first program
the incidental approach was used to develop number concepts.
In the second program a commercial v/orkbook was used. The
third program was planned by the writer to use concrete and
semi-concrete materials in the development of number concepts.
The experiment was conducted in ?n industrial city in
Massachusetts.
.
There were 26 children in each of the groups
included in the study. Only one program was used for each
feroup. An original arithmetic readiness test was given to
each group before beginning and at the close of the experiment
Mental ages vvere obtained by the P intner- Cunningham Primary
Test: Form B.i^
Conclusions
1. The final score obtained on the arithmetic readiness
test at the close of the year showed little difference in the
results of the three programs. The mean score on the test
for the incidental program was 56.14. For the planned program
the mean score was 57.86. For the workbook program the final
mean score v/as 58. 57
.
l/P intner-Cunningham Primary Test: B'orni B. World Book Co.
Yonkers-On-Hudson, New York, 1946

2. Comparisons of the three programs follow:
a. The comparison of the results of the incidental
with the planned program shov/ed the difference
in favor of the planned program. The critical
ratio of 0.80 showed the difference to be not
significant.
b. The comparison of the results of the v/orkbook
and planned programs showed the difference in
favor of the workbook program with the critical
ratio of 1.29 not significant.
c. The comparison of results of tne workbook and
incidentrl programs show the difference in
favor of the workbook program with a critical
ratio of 2.52 which was not significant.
3. While the differences were not significant there was
a narrower range of scores on the final scores in each of the
planned programs than in the incidental program. The pre-
liminary tests had larger standard deviations. In the final
tests the merms were fairly/ compprable. Ihe means were 56.14
in the incidental program, 57.86 in the planned program, and
58.57 in the workbook program. The corresponding standard
deviations were 4.85 in the incidental program, 2.56 in the
planned program, and 1.16 in the workbook program.
4. It v/ould seem that the boys improve under definite
instruction. A sex-difference study showed in each case the
boys v/ere superior to the girls. None of the differences were
(
significant, however. In the incidental program the critical
ratio was 0.39, in the workbook program the critical ratio
v/as 1.34, and in the planned program the critical ratio was
S.36.
Suggestions for Further Research
1. Conduct the experiment using larger and equated
groups.
2. As the experiment progresses, describe the number
experiences carried out in the incidental program.
3. Refine the readiness test.
Boston Unfvertty^ of Educauoa
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'APPENDIX A
LESSON PLAINS OP THE PLA^INED PROGRAIvI
i
Lesson 1
Aim:
To proceed from wnf^t is known about the number 1 to
systematic instruction in meaning of the number 1 by means
of concrete and semi-concrete materials.
iviaterial:
Materials in number boxes.
Oak tag cards 9" x 12" on which are pasted colored
ppper objects as indicr ted in diagram.
Procedure
:
The teacher asks, "Vi/hat do you think of when I
SB.J one ? What does one mean to you?"
(These were the answers obtained as Individuals
answered. Each answer was recorded as it was given.)
one chair
one paper
one horse
one pony
one can
one top
one apple
a number
one dollar
one house
^x/'.u:.o one
one dime
one quarter
one "fifty cents"
one "half dollar
one penny
one dollar
At conclusion of the above inventory the teacher calls
attention to objects and to the material on cards in sight
of all the children.
"How many flags can you find in this room?"
"How many telephones are in this room?"
"How many teachers do you see here?"
"How many waste baskets do v/e use in this room?"
Individuals indicate one of eacn of the above, there
being only one of each item to be found in the room.
The teacher calls attention to the number cards.
"\Vhat do you see on these cards? Who can find the card
with one thing on it?"
"Look at your hands. Hold up one finger. Show me your
nose. How many do you have? Put one foot. Show one
finger on joixr other hand."
After the children have followed the direction to take
from their desks their number boxes the following work is
done with the concrete materials taken from the boxes.
"Pick out one peg. -Put It at the left and at the top
of the desk like tnis.'' (Demonstrate).
oris ^oOf^r (fo od" <*•:>
"Pick out one block. Put it under the peg, like this."
(Demonstrate )
.
"Pick out one buttoja. Put it under the block, like this."
(Demonstrate )
"How many pegs do you see on your desk?"
"How many blocks did you put on yair desk?"
"How many buttons are on the desk?"
"This is the number v/e have been talking about." (Show
the number 1 and begin the number chart which will be
developed as each new number is presented).
/ InlO a at •
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Lesson 2
Aim:
To teach the correct formation of the number one.
To begin a chart showing articles which may be
bought for one cent.
Materials
:
Arithmetic paper folded in fourths with the number
1 m^de by the teacher as in diagram.
/
Oak tag 12" x 18" on wnich has been mounted a penny
post- card and one piece of candy bought for one cent.
J
Procedure
"Today we shall learn to write the number 1. who
can find the number 1 which was put on the number chart
yesterday? Yes, that is the number one. 'Ihat is the way it
is made." (Teacher demonstrates at the blackboard indicat-
ing the starting point)
.
"See if you can sky-write this number. This is
the v/ay to sky-write the number 1." (Teacher demonstrates,
writing the number 1 in the air)
.
"Here is a paper with the number one written here.
Trace this number like this. (Indicate 1 and trace it so all
may see). After you trace this one make another number 1
here (indicate second box on paper) and another 1 here, and
another 1 here."

Vi/hen these papers have been corrected, as the
teacher passes each desk to check, attention is called to
the chprt as labelled.
After the teacher reads aloud the title of the
chart she says, "This piece of candy costs one cent. 'ihis
card costs lc{ » Can you tell scarie thing else you buy for one
cent? If you bring sorne thing to put on this chart it must
cost one cent. I can pay you one cent for each thing you
bring, but it must cost only one cent."
<
Lesson 5
Aim:
To proceed from whpt is known about the number two
to system? tic instruction in the meaning of number two through
use of concrete ejid semi- concrete material.
Materials
:
Objects to be used in answer to questions in the
lesson are put in tv/os around the room as:
two large chairs
two plants in the v/indow
two books on a table
number boxes
oak tag cards 9" x 12" as in diagram
Procedure:
Teacher asks, "\l/hat do you think of when I say two?
Whst does two mean to you?"
These were the responses as recorded when given,
two nsils two windows two toys
tv/o flags
two monkeys
two days
two ducks
two dolls
two farms
two boats
two cents
two nickels
tv/o things
tv/o birds
two chairs
two blackboards
two trees
tv/o houses
two lollipops
two balls
two pieces of gum
t3l
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V/hen all responses have been given to these
questions, children locate the objects in answer to the
following:
''"How many big chairs are at the front of the room?"
"How many plants are in tne window?"
"How many books are on tnis table?"
"show me two eyes; two hands; tv/o ears; two fingers
"What did you do when you showed me two fingers?
What do you stsrt with when you have to count tv/o? Vi/hat
number did we le^rn to write yesterday?"
"Find the card up here which has only one thing on
it. VVho can find a card v/ith two things on it? Is there
another card to show tv/o things? Find it. How many cards
hr ve one thing on them? (One). How many crrds hfve tv/o
things? (Two). See if you can take out your number boxes
and find one button. Put it up at the left and nerr the top
of your desk. Take out one more button and put it near it.
Hov/ many are there nov/?"
"Put two pegs under the buttons."
"Put one block under the pegs. Put another block
there. how many blocks ere there nov/?"
"Cover two pegs. Hold up two blocks. Cover two
buttons. Pick up one peg. How many pegs are left?"
"This is the number 2. (Hold up card). Vi/hat number
will it come after on the number chart? (Attach number two
with a picture with tv/o objects to the number chart) .
-1_r n
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Lesson 4
Aim;
To teach the correct formation of the number 2.
Materials
:
Arithmetic paper folded in fourths with the number 2
made by the teacher as shown in diagram.
z
Procedure
;
"Yesterday we put the number 2 on our number chart.
Who can find it? Today we shall learn to write that number.
This is where we start to make two." (Teacher demonstrates
at the blackboard several times).
"See if you can sky-write the number 2." (Children
form the number two in the air as teacher moves the chalk in
the form of the number 2).
As each child receives his paper with the number 2
written on it he follows the directions to trace the teacher's
2 and go on to make more of the same number in the other boxes.
"Trace this 2 like this. (Demonstrate). After you trace this
2 make another 2 in this box (indicate), another 2 in this box
(Indicate lower left) and another 2 in this box." (Indicate
loA' er right ) .
Teacher checks each paper and notes those children
needing additional help on the formation of 2, This help is
Hi (."i i'XR'tei 9W fieri?,'
y.i ae:/'
given in the period set aside for individual instruction at
another part of the day.
Lesson 5
Aim:
To teach the number names, one and two.
To begin a chart snowing what may be bought for 2<f, ^
Materials:
Plashcards containing the words one and two.
Oak tag 12" X 18" on which has been mounted candy
bought for 2j2^,
Procedure:
II We have started a number chart. Viihat numbers did
we put on it? Viftiich one did we put on first ? Yes, we put 1
on first because that is the way we start to count. Ihat is
the number 1 .( Indicate ) . Today we can see the v/ord one . This
is the word one. (Shovi^ card with word one). Say the v/ord.
V/atch the way we write this word. (Teacher demonstrates at
blackboard). ViOio can show me this number of desks? (Point to
one on card). Find this number of erasers. Show us where
this word is on the blackboard. Vi/hen I put this word on the
number chart I must put it beside the number 1, like this.
(Put word on number chart). Now we hrve a picture for one,
the number for it and tne word for it."
is the word two. (Hold up card with word two) . Say the word.
II
ViQiat is tne next number we hpve on the chart? Thii

Find this number of doors. Find this number of boys. i:''ind
this number of girls. This is the way we write two.
(Demonstrpte at blackboard). Vi/ho can find the number 2?
^/Vho can find the word two? Vl/here shall we put the word two
on the number chart?" (Put the word tv/o beside the number 2
as indicated in diagram)
.
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2 two
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Lesson 6
Aim:
Review of numbers 1 find 2, the number names of each,
the sjrrnbols, and number of objects corresponding to each.
Materials
;
Cards l" x 4" with symbols 1, 2. /
Cards 2" x 3 with pictures (semi-concrete) or
dots ( abstract)
.
one
vi/O
Procedure
:
"what numbers are on the cfirds? Put 1 on the left
of your desk. (Demonstrate). Put card 2 on the right .
(Demonstrate). Find a picture Y/ith one thing in it. Put it
under the number 1. If you see two pictures on a card, where
will you put it? (under the card 2). 1/Vhere will you put the
card with one dot? V/here will the card with two dots go?
See if you can find the right places for your other cards with
pictures and dots."

Lesson 7
Aim:
Identification of symbols 1 pnd 2 with the correct
number of objects.
Materials
:
Oak tag 9" x 12" with pictures (semi-concrete) and
dots, st^^rs, lines (abstract) drawn at left.
Numbers 1 and 2 at right.
Paper stapled between pictures and numbers on v/hich
children draw lines connecting pictures of objects with cor-
responding numbers. (Paper may be removed after each use).
-
00
ft
a
/
2
/
z
A /
(Each oak tag unit is different. As each is used the prper in
center section may be removed and the unit used again if in-
dividual help is needed)
.
Procedure
;
"Put your finger on the first little picture. How
many things do you see? Draw a line on the paper from the
picture. (Demonstrate). Draw a line from the next picture to
the right number. See if you can find the right number for
each picture as you go down the card."
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Lesson 8
Aim
;
To proceed from what is known about the number three
to systemptic instruction in the meaning of number three
through use of semi-concrete and concrete material.
Ma teripls
:
Oak tag cards on v/hich are pasted colored objects.
t
t
t ir
Number boxes
Procedure:
Teacher asks, "l/Vhat do you think of when I say threes
What does three mean to you?"
(These are the recorded answers given by children)
.
three chairs three dog houses t;;hree cents
three ice creams three bunnies
three-year-old baby three doggies
three beds
three cars
three houses
three hammers
three scissors
three goldfish
three leaves
three tomatoes
three puppies
three pencils
three lamps
three squares
\*Len all responses have been given, attention is
directed to the cards on which are mounted colored paper
three lollipops
three triangles
three balls
the Three Bears
three lions
three cars
three elephants
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ob jec ts
.
"Which card has two things on it? Find the card
with one thing. Vi/hich card has three things on it? Vi/hich
card has more than three tilings on it?"
"Show us three windows. Put three pieces of chalk
on the table. Point to three flowers."
"Take out your number boxes pnd find three blocks.
Put one block at the top and on the left of your desk like
this. (Demonstrate). Put another block next to it like this.
(Demonstrate). How many blocks are there now? Put another
one there. Now how many are there?"
"Find one peg. Put it under the blocks like this.
(Demonstrate). Put another next to it. How mrny more do you
need to make three? Put another one there to make three pegs.
"Put tv/o buttons on your desk. Put another one next
to them. Hov/ many are there?"
"Take away 1 block. How many are left? Put the tv/o
back in your bos."
"Put avi/ay one peg. xiow many pegs are left? Put the
two away .
"
"Put av/ay two buttons. How many are left? Put away
the one that is left. Put the boxes away."
"Here is the number 3. (Hold up card with 3). Vi/here
will it go on our number chart? V/hat numbers are before 3
on the chart? Show us the picture with two things. Show us
the number 2. i/l/here is the word tv/o? Waere is the word one?"

7/1
Add 3 to the number chrrt.
/ • one
2
^ $ • • two
3
•
• •
I
Y2
Lesson 9
Aim:
To teach the correct formation of the number 3.
To teach the number name three .
Materials
:
Arithmetic ppper folded in fourths v/ith a speciman
3 in the top left box.
Fla sheard with the word three.
3
Procedure
"T'he next number we put on our number chart yester-
day was three. This is what it looks like on the chart.
This is the way we write the number 3. (Demonstrate). This
is the word three . (Show the card). Say three . Show me
this number of fingers. Let us put the word three on the
number chart. Show me the word three on the blackboard.
(This has been on before the lesson) . Shov/ me where the
number 3 is written. This is the way vie sky-write the
number. (Demonstrate) . See if you can sky-v;rite 3 as I write
it on the blackboard."
As the paper is passed the teacher reminds cxiildren
to trace the 3 put on each paper by the teacher. As the
children fill in the remaining boxes with their own numbers,
as in the lessons on 1 and 2, the teacher v/atches each child

form the number 3 as she stands by his desk. Those needing
extra help are given it at the time and, also, at another
period when individual help is given.
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Lesson 10
Aim:
Review of numbers one, two, and three, the written
names, the number symbols, the order- -1,2, 3, and the number
of objects corresponding to these numbers.
Materials:
Cards l" x 4" with symbols 1, 2, and 3.
2-' 3
( abstract)
.
Cards 2" x 3" with pictures ( semi- concrete ) and dots
OriP
Procedure
:
fi
"Find number 1. Hold up the number 1. Hold up the
word one . Hold up number 3. Hold up the v/ord three . Put the
number 1 at the top and at the left of the desk. (Demonstrate]
Beside it put the word one » Find all the pictures with one
thing and put them in a long rov; beside the word and number 1
Put the number 2 at the left of your desk. (Demonstrate).
Put the word. two beside it. Find all the pictures with two
things and put them in a long row besio.e the number and the
word two. Find the number and the v/ord three . Put them at
the left of the desk. Put all the pictures of three things
in a long row beside the number and the v/ord three."
I
I
'I
010

c
Lesson 11
Aim:
Reviev/ recognition of and collection io.ea of
numbers 1, 2, and 3.
Materials:
Toothpicks
Oak tag 9" x 12" marked into six parts each with a
number 1, 2, or 3 under a slit.
Procedure
:
Teacher demonstrates with sample cp.rd before class,
inserting toothpicks into slit above the first number.
"Vi/hat is this number? How many toothpicks will I
use to show this number? How many shall 1 need to show the
next number?"
"After demonstration children work on individual
cards. Each card has the numbers placed differently in case
there is need for individual help in wiiich case a nev/ situatior^
is presented on a new card.
/ 3 2-
1
i i
3
X- / S
1
1
c
Lesson 12
Aim;
Review of terms big
,
large
,
little
,
small
,
largest
,
middle
,
shorter .
Materials :
Gray construction paper 6" x 9"
Chalk for each child.
Brov/n crayons.
As teacher breaks large piece of chalk each child
v/atches and takes the largest portion of the piece broken for
him. The chalk is not used as the whole piece since it v/ould
be too cumbersome for the ctiild to handle on the piece of work
to be dene. This procedure of breaking the chalk is time con-
suming but it is a good check on each child's knowledge of
the term largest . If necessary, it may be explained that
l^'rges
t
may be used like biggest and largest is more adult.
Procedure
:
Teacher demonstrates making of pussy-willows on
gray paper with wide line from top to bottom of paper. It is
preferable that this line be not too straight.
To this line are added white spots to give the appearance of
pussy-v/illows . At the base of each white spot and close to
the brown stem are added brown 'cups' to hold the white spots
to the brown stem. Three of these are made and when cut out
two are made shorter . The largest is placed in the middle
X
of another piece of colored paper and the others placed
either side. A vase is made free hand and pasted over
three pussy-willows.
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Lesson 15
Aim:
To proceed from what is known about the number four
to systematic instruction in the meaning of number four througiL
use of concrete and semi-concrete material.
Materials
;
Number boxes containing concrete materials.
Oak tag cards 9" x 12" on which colored paper object
are pasted as in diagram.
Procedure:
The following responses were recorded as individual
children gave answers to the following questions:
"^/1/hat is four? \Uhat does four mean to you? Wi&t
do you think of when I spy four?"
four cars
four fingers
four tables
four chairs
four trucks
four balls
four apartments
four ponies
four trees
four stars
four strav/s
four books
four schools
four dolls
four boxes
four steamshovels four eggs
somebody four yerrs old
a cpr pulling a trailer, a truck, and a steam
.shnvp.1
c
four windows on a car
four points on a steam shovel
four little tiny windows on one window
four legs on one animal
Oak tag cards are shov/n for all to see and the
following directions are given:
"Find the card v/ith one thing on it. 1/Vhere is the
card With three things on it? V/ho can find the card with the
most on it? Count them. How many are there?" (Pour)
.
"Can you hold up four fingers on one hand? VVho can
find four pictures in this room? Pick out four girls; four
boys. Pick out four beans from your number boxes. Put three
beans on one side of the desk. (Dem.ons tra te ) . How many
beans are left? Put two buttons at the top of the desk. Put
tv/o more buttons near them. How many are there now? Put one
block nerp the bottom of the desk. Put out tv/o more blocks.
How many more will you need to make four blocks? Put back
three buttons. How many buttons are left? Put back tv/o
blocks. How many blocks are left? Put back one bean. dOY^
many are left?
c
Lesson 14
Aim:
To teech the correct foimation of the number 4.
To teach the word four .
Procedure
:
"Vi/hat are the numbers we have put onto our number
chart? Can you tell what the next number is going to be? Yes
it is the number 4. tVhere shall we put it on the chart? Here
is the word four . (Expose flashcard v/ith four). Say the v/cr d
Who can find this number of pictures in the room? Hold up
this number of fingers." (Indicate the number four on the
card PS these commpnds are given).
"This is the v/ay the word four is written.
( Demons trp te ) . This is the way we write tne number 4. We
must always remember to go to the right. Hov/ do we rememiber
our right hand? Yes, it is the hand v/e salute our flag with.
Point to the right. Hold up your right hand. "vVatch again
while I write the number 4. (Demonstrate). See if you can
sky-v/rite the 4 as I v/rite it on the blackboard."
V<Ih.en the papers have been passed children follow
the directions to trace the 4 made by the teacher. After
tracing the 4 in the top left box children follow directions
to fill in the remaining boxes v/ith more of the number 4,
As this is done the teacher checks each child as he writes
the number to make certain he is using the correct strokes.
c
/ • one
z
3
•
• • three
V-f
• 0
• •
c
Lesson 15
Aim:
Reviev/ of terms most , more , as many as , ano. reading
of words one
,
two
,
three
Review of cards with colored objects 1, 2, and 3 in
numbers
.
Materials:
Flashcards with the V(/ords one
,
two, and three .
Oak tag cards 9" x 12" witii objects made with
colored paper such as cookies, snov/men, ice cream cones, stars,
lollipops, flowers, and so on.
9,
9
Procedure:
Cards are placed within sight of children.
"Find the card which has the most things on it. How
many are on it?"
Teacher indie- tes cards with one and three objects
respectively, "i/l/hich card has more on it?"
Teacher indicates a card with two objects and another
v/ith three objects. "\Vhich of these has more on it? Hov/ many
are there on this? (Three). How many on this? (Tv/o). How
many more are there on this (three) than on this (two)?"
Teacher indicates card with two objects. "Find
another card with as many as there are on this card. Find
83
cc
another card with as many as there are on this card (card with
three objects ) .
"
"Show us the card with this number of things on it,
(Hold up card with the word one.) Find the card with this
many. (Hold up card with three on it.) Who can find the card
with this many? (Hold up the card with tv;o on it) . Vl/ho can
find tv/o cards with this many on them?" (Hold up the word
three
.
)
Lesson 16:
Aim
;
Review of symbols and collection idea of numbers 1,
2, 3, and 4.
Materials
;
Oak tag cards 9" x 12"
Each card v;ith pictures and numbers placed similarly
to the follov/ing but with no two cards alike:
H 7, 3 I
66
0
0. 2&
Procedure
:
"Put your finger on number 1, number 2, 3, 4. Draw
a line from the picture v/ith one thing to the number 1. See
if you can find the right number to go with every picture."
€
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Lesson 17
Aim:
To proceed from vvhrt is knov/n sbout the number 5 to
wcirk with concrete materials in the bee^inning of systematic
instruction in the meaning of number five.
Materials
:
Blocks before the teacher arranged five in a rov/ and
5 deep
.
Pegs and number board before the teacher.
Colored pipe cleaners.
Materials in number boxes.
Procedure :
Teacher asks, "VVhat does five mean to you. V/hat
do you think about when I say five?"
(The following were recorded as individual responses
were made )
.
five things five points on a star
five children five beads on a necklace
five blue jays five blocks
five chairs five tables
five little windows on five desks
on one b1p: window.
c
To work with the large blocks befoee the teacher
the following is sPid, "How many rows of blocks do you see
here? How mpny blocks are thre down this side? (Indicpte).
How mpny rows are there on this side? How many are there on
the bottom?"
"How many pegs do you see in this large peg board?
Count them."
"Hov/ man^r pipe cleaners are here? riOY<i many blue
pipe cleaners? (i-'our) . How mpny red? (One). How many are
there all together?"
"Take out five blocks from your number box. Put
them in front of you."
As the blocks are placed the different positions
are noted. "See hov/ tnis boy has put his. He has three on
the bottom and one on top. Can you tell us how you have your
five pegs?" Individuals can tell about three blocks in the
top row (v;hen the two rows are put out but not one row balanc-
ing the others j and two blocks next to me.
"l have two here and there I have three. All together I
have five."
Teacher asks, "Show me five things you have as part
of your body." (Fingers).
e
Lesson 18
Aim:
To teach the correct formrtion of 5.
Mg ter ials :
Arithmetic paper folded in fourths with 5 in top
left box.
Procedure ;
To Insure correct formrtion and placem.ent of final
stroke correctly, teacher demonstrates at board how the
number five is like the gentleman v/ho never puts on his hat
until leaving the school. As she writes the fives, tnese
words are said;
"Down
"A big mouth
"Rit his hat on"
Children sky-write the number in the air and then
trf-ce teacher's copy on their own papers. Other fives are
made in the remaining spaces of the arithmetic paper folded
in fourths. (As tne paper is folded note is made of the
fourths and children count the oblongs and see the four part
which constitute the fourths into v/hich the paper is folded)
Each paper is checked as it is finished and help given where
needed
.
IT
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Lesson 19
Aim:
To review symbols 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
klaterlels :
Oak t£g cards arranged as snovm;
•
« «
^
/
0
• 0 z
• \ /'
- \ /
—
3
• •X
]
Buttons
Oak tag cards with dots arranged in domino patterns.
Procedure :
Children drpv/ lines from the picture v/ith one object
to the number 1, from the picture with two objects to number 2
and so on.
As the crrds with cots arranged in the domino pat-
terms are held up children use buttons to place a similar
ppttern on the tPble. After esch child hss 'arranged the
buttons before him one is chosen to "tell the story."
For card two the teacher points out, "There is one
dot here at the top and one here at the bottom. You hpve
buttons on the table before you. See if you can mpke two
buttons go the wpy these dots go. (Demonstrate). I^low you
can say, 'I hsve one button ft the top end one button at the
bottom. All together there are two buttons i"
"See if you can fix your buttons like this card.
(Card with three dots). Kow tell the story."
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h'ov card 4 it is noted by the teacher thr^t the
dots are arranged as a squrre . Ihe story may be told, ''I
have two buttons at the top and two buttons at the bottom.
All together there are four."
It is Plso pointed out that the buttons for five may
be arranged as the square with one in the center.
Lesson 20
Aim;
To review formation of numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Materials
:
Arithmetic paper
Pencils
Procedure
Teacher demonstrates the formation of the numbers 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5 as class do sky-writing v/ith teacher.
Individuals work at board and teacher checks work of each be-
fore he returns to his desk to write the numbers in serial
order on hispaper.
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Lesson 21
Aim:
To write the number v/nich tells the number of sounds
heard
.
To review the formation of number 5.
Materials
:
Arithmetic paper folded in fourths and the fourths
not ed.
Bell to tap.
Procedure :
Teacher demonstrates formation of five calling at-
tention to the last stroke as the gentleman's hat put on last.
Three figure 5's are put in three oblongs on the arithmetic
paper and in the Ipst oblong is put the domino picture of five.
"VlQiat CPU. you make first? (A squere with four dots).
When the square v/ith four dots is mpde, hov; many more dots do
you need to make five?" (Demonstrate).
On the other side of the paper are put the numbers
3, 1, 2, and 5 as the teacher taps the bell the corresponding
number of times. Tnis is preceded by this instruction:
"l am going to tap this bell. You v/ill not see it as
I place it behind me but you can hear it. One of you v/ill
come to v/rite a number on the board. It will be the number
which tells how many times you heard the bell tapped."
After this has been demonstrated at the blackboard
the work follows on the ppper. As the teacher taps the bell
r
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three times, once, tv/ice, and five times, the children write
as in the following diagram;
3 1
5
Papers are checked and individual work given where
necessary on number formation.
Lesson 22
Aim:
To establish value of nickel.
To show meaning of ^ for cent.
Materials
:
Nickels and pennies to handle and trace.
Arithmetic paper and pencil.
Procedure
On paper folded into halves (term noted) children
trace five pennies and letter the v^ord and number.
<^ O 4» l& :
pennies
On lower half is traced the nickel. "How many
pennies do you need to have as much as a nickel? y^h.en you
see this sign in the store v/hFt does it mean? Yes, it
means .qoTiiPi th i n.^: p.ostR five cents or five pennies or a nickel
t
%
This is the way the mpn in the store makes his sign to tell
you it costs five cents."
Teacher demonstrates cent sign. Children trace
nickel and write 5^ under it.
• • • • •
Lesson 23
Aim:
Review fomation of numbers 1, 2, 3, 4
Use of these numbers in serial order.
Use of terms first
,
second
,
third
,
fourth .
Materials
:
Colored paper 4" x 4" for use in making pinwheels.
Common pin and snort stick.
Procedure
Teacher demonstrates folding on the diagonal and
numbering points as siiown:
V
\
7!
^
The first point numbered one is fastened to point 2
or the second point, then to the third point numbered 3, and,
finally, to the fourth point numbered 4. Pin is then fastened
cc
into wood of the short stick.
After teacher has demonstrated she works step by step
8s class follov/s her directions to fold, number, cut, and pin.
Lesson 24
Aim:
Review of formation of numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
number of objects corresponding to these numbers.
Materials
:
Drawing paper, pencils, and crayons.
Procedure
On paper previously folded into five oblongs are
plpced the numbers in oroer 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Under each is
placed the right number of objects. As teacher demonstrates
at tirie blackboard and before children work on prpers, it is
pointed out that each new row will hf^ve one more object than
the one before.
Vi/hen objects are drawn a line is drawn and dots
made according to the numbers at top of row.
S
o o
0^ o
*
• • • f •
*
• •
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Lesson 25
Aim:
Reviev/ of terms long
,
snort, longe s
t
,
top, bottom .
To present the symbol " to indicate inches.
Materials
:
Rulers
Pencils and paper
Procedure
Discussion of ruler and its use.
"V/ho uses a ruler? 1/Vhy do v/e need rulers? IVhat
else do people use to measure with? (Show ruler and yardstick),
Vi/hen is it better to use a yardstick?" (This question v/as
immediately answered correctly by a child with, "it doesn't
take such a long time to measure big tilings with a yardstick."]
On papers children follov/ directions to draw a
long line at the top of the paper and to draw a short line at
the bottom of the ppper.
The teacher demonstrates the necessity of starting
at edge of ruler pnd stopping at correct point to show exactly
a line three inches long. Children drav/ a line three inches
long. Teacher demonstrates how plans are marked with " to
indicate inches. Children m-Prk the line 3" and then follow
directions to make a line five inches long end mark it and
another one inch long and mark it.
The last direction is to put a cross on the longest
lone on the paper. Each paper is checked at the end of the
f
lesson and individual help given where required.
Lesson 26
Aim;
To review use of ruler and numbers 2, 3, and 4.
To review terms tall , sliort , snortest , incnes .
Materials
;
Number boxes
Rulers and paper and pencils
Procedure
:
"Kow would you hold your paper so you could draw
sane thing tall? Hold up the longest thing in your number box.
Hold up the shortest thing. Vi/ill the longest thing fit on
your paper if you were going to draw it?"
"Make a picture of a telephone pole on your paper.
Will it be tall or short? Drsw a picket for a short fence."
On the other side of the prper are followed direc-
tions to draw a line down the paper four inches long, draw a
line three inches long, and draw a line two inches long. Each
line is properly marked as in previous less with " as 4",
3", and 2"
.
The final direction is to msrk witn a cross the
shortest line. '
—
1
—
r~
!
'
(
1
1 w

Lesson 27
Aim;
To reviev/ cards with dots arranged in domino
patterns for 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. «
Materials
:
Pumpkin seeds
Oak tag cards with dots arranged
Procedure
As the teacher holds up the cards with domino
patterns children arrange pumpkin seeds to look like card.
Individuals tell the "story" for each card. "l have two
seeds at the bottom and one seed at tne top. All together
I have three seeds."
"I have two seeds at the top and two seeds at the
bottom. That makes four seeds."
"l have four seeds like a square and one seed in
the middle. All together I have five seeds."
When the seeds are put into number boxes the domino
cards are shown again to promote ease in recognizing groups
as teacher points out that it is not always ncessary to count
one, two, three each time since after awhile v;e can tell it is
the card with three dots or a picture with thvee things or
a pocket with three pennies and so forth.
•
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Lesson 28
Aim;
Review of the following terms which hf?ve been
presented incidentPlly as various rov/s are called and the
teacher has pointed to the first row, the second row, the
third row:
rov/ first second third fourth fifth
To show the increase of one as the number series
grows
.
Materials:
Squares of colored paper to fit on desks
Procedure
:
"VVe are going to make rows with squares on the
desks. In the first rov/ at the top we shall have one square.
Under the first rov/ we shall hrve the second row v/ith two
squares. In the third row we shall have three squares. riow
man^T-' squares do you think the next rov/ will have? (4). What
row will we call this next row? (Fourth) . What will be the
name of the next row? (Fifth) . How many squares will go in
it? (5).
"Look at the first and the second rows. How many
more squares are there in the second rov/ than in the first
row? How many more are there in the third rov/ than in the
second row? How m^^ny more in the fourth rov/ than in the
third? How many more in the fifth than in the fourth?"
r
Distinguish between the first row Horizontally and
vertically. "Hov/ many are there in the first row that goes
tnis way? (Point to row vertically) . Hovy many are there in
the fifth row going this way? (Indicate).
.
Q
Lesson 29
Aim:
To review numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in series
To v/rite the correct number to correspond with the
number of sounds heard.
Materials
:
Bell to tap
Paper and pencil
Procedure
Teacher reviews formation of numbers at board and
demonstrates arrangement of numbers at top of paper divided
into five oblongs.
"If we stPrt with 1 at the top of this box and 2 at
the top of the next box, what numbers will be v/ritten in the
next three boxes? (3, 4, 5). If I tap the bell two times
a 2 will be written in the "two" rov/. If the bell is tapped
four times the number 4 will be written in the "four" box."

The bell is tapped once, three times, and five
times. The numbers 1, 3, rnd 5 pre written in their correct
plpces. "Vi/hat numbers are missing in tnis row? (2 and 4).
Why are they missing? Yes, I did not ring the bell twice
,
that means two times, nor did I ring the bell four times."
A line is drawn under the set of numbers just
written and the bell is tapped again, this number of times
and in this order-- 1, 2, 4, 5. " '/Jho can tell what was left
out that time? Yes, the number 3 was left out because the
bell was not rung three timies."
1 3 S
3 s
r
Papers are checked for correct formation of the
numbers and help is given where needed.
Ii
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Lesson 30
Aim:
Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in series Pnd 5,4,3,2,1
Materials
;
Set of steps
Procedure
:
Each child jumps up five steps counting one, two,
three, four, five. As the child jumps down he soys five,
four, three, two, one.
jesson 31
Aim:
To begin background work for subtraction
Materials
Domino c^rds
Beans
Procedure:
As domino cards
are held up children rrrange beans before them in the
ppttern as that of the card. v/hen the pattern has been set
up one bean is tfken away and the story told by the teacher,
"l had three beans. I took away one. Now I have only two."
"How many beans do we need for this card?
Take away 1 bean. Tell the story. Hov/ many beans do we
Take away 1. Tell the story,need for tnis card? i i» ^
Following directions printed on blackboard, the children work
by thftm-s^y-e^-^j::e-r teacher d emon-s tra te s the first direction .
i
Follovi/ up work done at desks;
Draw 3
Take away 1
J.
Draw 5
Take away 1 $} o o
o o
Draw 4
Take away 1
^00
o 3
Lesson 52
Aim:
To proceed from v/hat is known about the number six
to systematic instruction in the meaning of number 6 through
the use of concrete and semi-concrete materials.
katerials
:
Humber boxes
Empty egg box with six sections
Oak tag cards
Procedure
"VVhen I say the number 6, wh? t do you think of?
What does 6 mean to you?"
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Responses received:
6 o'clock
6 witches
6 ye^rs old
6 cups
6 toys
6 rabbits
6 Easter eggs
6 horses
\ 6 grades in school
6 absent
6 floors
6 dishes
6 buttons
6 blackboards
6 stars
6 little v/indows in
a big one
6 oceans
6 roses
6 hundred
6 radios
6 tigers in a row
the number after 5
6 boys in a row
the number before 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12
After responses nave been msae to the foregoing
questions the oak tag cards are put v/ithin si.i-';ht of all the
children and the following questions are asked;
"Hov/ many cards are here? yVho can find the csrd with
five things on it? V/here is the card with only three things
on it? Which card has six things on it? Which card has the
most on it?"
"How many parts do you see in this egg box? Hov/
many eggs would fit into It? Vi/hat is another way of saying
six eggs?" (Half dozen)
.
utoen the number boxes have been put on the desks
the children pre instructed to put six things in a row. In-
dividuals stand to tell v/hat was used to make up the six ob-
jects as, "l have five blue blocks and one red block. All
together I have six blocks in tnis row." "_I have one red peg
and two yellow pegs and three green pegs and all together I

As these stories pre told the tepcher illustrrtes
esch on the blackboprd ps:
0 0 0 © O O ^
s '
A h ^ 1^ k
other children count to see if epch row totals six
The number 6 is ado.ed to the number chart.
Lesson 55
Aim;
To teach the correct fonn of 6
Materials:
Paper folded into fourths with a 6 written by the
teacher on each paper in the top left box.
Procedure
:
Teacher demonstrates at the board.
Children sky-write the 6 in the air as the teacher
forms it at the board.
Children tr-^ce the teacher's copy and then go on t
write 6 in each of the remaining boxes. The teacher cnecks
each child as he forms the number in her presence. Those
needing additional help are given it at tne time or at
another period for individual instruction.

Lesson 54
Aim:
Review of symbols 4, 5, 6
Selecting the correct number of objects for 4, 5, 6
Materiels
;
Colored pipe cle^ners--blue and pink
Oak tag 9" x 12" with slits unoer wnich are msrked
4, 5, 6, as in illustrption
s
Procedure
:
Children fit the correct number of pipe cleaners
into the slits according to the numiber listed under each slit,
using two colors in epchslit. The story is told for each
number as, "l have 2 pink and 4 blue. All together I have 6."
m m
s
I
Lesson 55
Aim:
To review the component psrts of 6
Materials
;
Oak tag 9" x 12" with numbers ps in diagram
Colored ppper squpres, circles, eno, triangles
Procedure
:
Children put number of squrres or circles as in-
dicated under slits in each row of the crrd and then write
the total number on the paper Ft end of row.
/ •
3 m 3 «
3 0 _ 3 •
t k S k

Lesson 36
Aim:
An understanding of subtrnction through the use of
concrete mpterirls end reproduction of subtraction facts
through drawings
.
Materials
:
Dot crrds
Acorns
Arithmetic paper
t •
tit •
f •
Procedure
As each dot card is held up the number of dots is
told and the chilo.ren make the pattern with the acorns. From
each pattern ^s it is made rre taken two nuts and the remaind-
er told as, "l had four nuts and I took away two. wow I have
only two." "I had five and I took avvay 2. Now I have 3."
To follow this work d.irections are carried out as
indicated on the blackboard. The teacher demonstrates the
first direction and then the children work alone.
Drow 3.
I
Take owdy 1
fC- t> CD
Tahe 2
Take- (MA/a<^i 2.
4
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Lesson 37
Aim:
To review the component p prts of 4, 5, end 6
To build a background for addition
Materials
:
Blocks
Paper and pencil
Procedure
"Fold your paper like this in half* (Demonstrate).
How is it folded?" (In half).
"put two blocks before you. Write 2 on your paper.
Put tv/o more blocks. How many blocks are there now? Tell
the story. (2 blocks and 2 blocks are 4 blocks). Vi/rite it
on your paper like this in the top half:"
like this. (Demonstrate). Write 3 on your paper in the
bottom half like this. (Demonstrate). Now put tvi/o more
blocks near the three blocks, dow many are there all together?
Write the 'story' like this. (Demonstrate 5 and 2 ere 5.)
On the top half of the other side of tne paper we shall put a
new story. Put four blocks at the top edge of your paper.
2 (Jnd X arc V
it Now put three blocks at the top edge of your paper
4
v*rite the number 4. Put another block nesir it. .low many are
there? vVrite the story."
Use a similar procedure for 3 and 3 are 6.
Lesson 38
Aim:
An understanding of addition through use of concrete
materials
.
To introduce the sign / and /
To use the sign / in addition with 5 and 6 as sums
Materials
:
Pencil and paper
Procedure :
After reading "Patty and Her Pennies" in Qur New
Friendsi^ teacher draws illustration on board. "This is v/nere
one, two, tnree in a big pocket• « •Patty kept her pennies
and I JL_*ri one, two in a little pocket, how many did she have
all together? Put the pockets like this on your paper and
write the story." (Demonstrate).
f • • • 9
3/2 = 5
Instead of writing and every time we can use this
little sign which means and Vn'ho can find the little sign
which means are?" ^=).
1/Gray, William S., and Arbuthnot, i.-iay dill. uur New B'riends
.
"Scott, Foresman and Co., Chicago, 1940, p. 42-l6~
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Repeat for 4 pennies and 2 pennies in pocket as well
as 1 penny and 5 pennies.
• •
3 t- S
••1
-t X
1
•
1
1
Lesson 59
Aim:
Review of subtraction from 6
Materials
:
Pennies
Pencil and paper
Procedure
Directions are given to trace six pennies and to
draw a pocket around them. (Demonstrate).
• • •
Vl/hen this is done, the children are asked, "How
could we show that this person v/ith six pennies lost one?"
(Cross out or color over one penny). In the empty box put the
number which tells how many pennies are left if one is lost
out of the pocket which had 6.
1^ o d e> <^ o| S
3
On the lower half of your ppper put six pennies in
a pocket. Three pennies are lost from this pocket. Cross
out the three lost pennies. In the empty box write the number

which tells how many pennies v/ere left. On the other side of
your paper put six pennies in s pocket and show that tv/o fre
lost. Write the number which tells how many pennies are left.
Use similar procedure for 6 minus 2.
Lesson 40
Aim:
An understanding of subtraction through the use of
concrete materials.
To review the term oblong which is presented in the
drawing period.
Materials
:
Beans
Pencil and paper
Froc edure
"Fold your paper in halves. How many oblongs are
there?"
"At the top and at the edge of your paper put 6
beans. (Demonstrate). Take away one of them. How many are
left? This is the way we can write that story. (Teacher
writes, '6 take away 5 leaves l')« Write it in the top half
of your paper like this." (Demonstrate).
"Put 6 beans again at the top edge of your prper.
Take ay/aj four beans. How many are left? How can we v;rite
the story? Yes, we write '6 take away 2 leaves 4'." (Demon-
s tra te ) .
i
"Put six beans Pt the top edge of your ppper again.
Take away three beans, iiow many are left? How can we write
the story? Yes, we write '6 take away 3 leaves 3'" (Demon-
stra te ) .
"Put the six beans at the top again. Take away four.
How many are left? vVrite it as v^e did the others in the last
hr.lf of your paper." (Demonstrate '6 take away 4 leaves 2).
"i/Vhen you take the paper to your desk see if you can
draw a picture to tell the story about the numbers you have
in each half of the paper. The first half will look like
this." (Teacher demonstrates).
6> i^ke a\yU(iij s /
X ft * O
/
A v4 ^ -
~ SL&.» OOP
i4
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Lesson 41
Aim:
^ An understanding of addition through use of concrete
mpteripls rnd reproduction of addition facts tnrough drawings.
Materials
:
Jruinpkin seeds
Pencil and paper
Procedure
'iFola the paper in halves. At the top edge put one
seed. Write number 1 on the paper. Put five more seeds near
the one. Vi/hat is the story? Yes, five and one are six.
This is the v/ay we can write it--5 / 1 = 6 liflia t part means
and ? Vi/hat means are ?
"put three seeds at tne edge of your prper. V/rite
the number 3. Put three oiore seeds nerr the others, dov/
many are there all together? How will we write tne story?
This is how to put it in the second half of your paper."
(3 / 5 = 6 is demonstrated).
"Turn the paper over and at the top edge of the
paper put two seeds. Vi/'rite the number 2 on the paper. Put
four more seeds nenr the tv/o at the top. how many are there
at the top nov/? V7rite the story in the top half of the
^
paper."
"Put one seed at the edge of the paper. V/rite the
number 1. Put five more seeds next to the one. Vi/rite the
story in the last half of your paper."
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"Read all the stories. See if you Cc':in draw a
picture for tnem. 'itie first one will looke like this."
I (Demons tr a te ) .
0 0 0 0 0 0
r t I u
The papers when finished are similar to this:
0 O O 0 0 0
0 0 0 O 00
Lesson 42
Aim:
Review of use oi ruler v/nich is introduced in draw-
ing classes, formation of numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6, and the sign "
to indicate inches.
Materials:
Ruler
Paper and pencil
Procedure
:
"See if you can make the edge of your ruler touch the
edge of your paper like this.''
"Make a line one inch long, nov/ do we mark it? Yes,
I
we write l" like this." (Demonstrate l").
"Make a line two inches long. Mark it."
"The next line is going to be three incnes long.
Mark it after you make it."
0 t 0 0 O 0
X
o O O O 0 o
/

"\i/hat do you think will be the number of inches for
the next line? (Four) . How many more inches do v/e have to
make it than the one we just made? (One inch). Mark this
one v;ith 4" after you draw the line."
"liVhat will the next line be? How much longer will
it be than the line four inches long? (One inch). Draw this
line and mark it."
"Draw a line six inches long and mark it. iivhich is
the longest line? How many inches long is the shorte s
t
line?"
I
A"
i
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Lesson 43
Aim;
To proceed from v/hst is known about the number seven
to systerartic instruction in the meaning of number seven
through the use of semi- concrete and concrete materials.
Materials
:
Number boxes Pnd oak teg cards
o o
? . a-'-,
f??
Procedure
"VVhen I say seven what do you think of? Vi/hat does
seven mean to you?"
Responses given:
7 baskets
7 everything
7 stores
7 boxes
7 semi-circles
7 triangles
7 bulls
7 dolls
7 0 ' clock
7 cents
7 circuses
7 woofs
7 circles
7 little windov^s in one big window
After the above have been recorded children take
their number boxes to follow these instructions:
"Take enough buttons from, your box to make a row of
seven. See if you can put the seven buttons in one long row.
now can you make seven a different way, I can use six blocks
and a chestnut and have seven things all together. See if
you can make seven in a row in another way."
II
After this has been done the tericher illustrptes at
the boprd as individuals stand to tell the "story" of the way
in which seven objects have been placed as:
©0(S>ooo f mm ^
^ / 7 S :i
Attention is directed to the oak tag cards. "Vtoo
can find the card with seven things on it? Is tnere another
card with seven tnings on it? Find it. Vl/hich card has six
things on it? Vi/hich is more, six or seven? Viftiich card has the
most on it? Find it."
"Here is the number 7. Where does it go on the
number chart? (After 6). \'Vho can name all the numbers on our
number chart nov/?" (Put 7 on chart).
((
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Lesson 44
Aim;
To tesch the form?^tion of the number 7
Ma terifils
:
Paper and pencil
Procedure
;
Teacher demonstrates at board saying, "To the right
and down" as the tv/o strokes are fomed.
Children sky-write tne number.
Children trace tescner's copy end then make 7 in
rem-aining three pprts of paper folded into fourths. (Note
fourths )
.
Lesson 45
Aim:
An understanding of addition through use of concrete
materials and reproduction of facts by drawings.
Materials
Beans
Pencil and paper
Procedure
"Put six beans at the top edge of your paper. How dc
we write the number which tells how many beans there are?
(Check the formation of figure 7 made by the individual who
goes to the blackboard) . Put another bean near the six. Hov/
many are there all together? Viftio can go to the board and
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write the story?" (6 / 1 = 7).
"Put five beans at the top edge of the paper. Virlte
five in the bottom half of this paper. Put two more beans
near the five. Nov/ how many beans are there? \/Vrite the story
on your ppper like this." (Demonstrate 5/2 = 7)
end three and four are seven. vi/hen the work with concrete
objects is finished children drav/ pictures which tell the
story of the numbers. Their finished papers are similar to
these:
Continue in this manner for four and three are seven
0 00 0 o o 0
t I
a O 0 l> 0 oo
1
0 0 0 0 6 0 0
7
O 6 0 0 0 C) 0
3 t y
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Lesson 46
Aim:
An understanding of subtraction with number 7
through use of concrete mrterials and reproduction of facts by
drawings
.
Materials
:
Acorns
Paper and pencil
Procedure
rfn'ith paper folded, in half the acorns are arranged at
the top edge of the paper as instructed:
"Put seven acorns at the top edge of your paper.
Write the number 7 in the top box. Wow take away one of the
acorns. Hov/ many are left? Write the story like this.
This is a new v/ay to say take away . 7-6 = 1 This time
the little sign = says leaves . Instead of writing out all
the words we can use the signs th?t mean the same thing.
Listen and tnen say it with me..." (As the teacher points to
7-6 = 1, she says, "Seven take away six leaves l'^ .
"Now put seven acorns at the top edge of your paper
again. rivite the number 7 in the lower half of your paper.
Take away two of the seven acorns, how many are left? V/rite
the story which you have already started, iiead tne story."
"Turn the paper over and put the seven acorns at
the top edge of it. This time take away three acorns, how
many are left? Vi/rite the story like this. (Demonstrate).
i
Read the story."
"Put seven acorns at the top edge again and be ready
to write a new story about seven in the lower half of this
side of your paper. Take away four of the acorns from the
seven acorns at the top of tiie paper. Now write the story.
Read it. Wow draw pictures for your stories.'' (Teacher
demonstrates the first prrt of the paper and cnildren work
alone on the remainder of stories).
<R fl^ (ft o « « ^ 0 o o
7 - (.=r / 1- H-^ 3
O O O O 0
Lesson 47 1 - 3 ^ H- 7- ^
Aim;
ilumbers 1 to 7 in series-- to review formation of
these numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
To review num.ber words one, tv/o, three, four, five.
To review the symbols for triangle, oblong, square,
semi-circle, circle.
Materials :
Paper and pencil
Procedure
:
Children follov; these written directions which are
written on the blackboard.
4i
l)r' a.
b> > /
/V- <
a.
The tesciier Giscusses pi ove directions and. the
children give names for designs to be drpwn. The teacner
explains terms "number them" and illustrates the first
direction on paper.
Lesson 48
Aim:
To review formation of numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
To write the correct number for the sounds heard
or the number of bounces of a ball.
Ma ter ials
:
Ball
Bell to tap
Paper and pencil
Procedure
As tne teacher bounces a ball individuals are
called to the board to write the number to cneck for correct
forma tion.
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As ppper is ppssed. children fold it into halves.
"Hovi/ could vie make the paper have four oblongs on each side?
Yes, fold it this way. (Demonstrate). How many oblongs are
there now? Each time I bounce the ball you will write the
number of times in an oblong, where is the first oblong?
Point to the second oblong. Yes, it is at the top and at the
right."
"Vi/rite the number of times I bounce the ball in the
first oblong. Ready, watch." (Bounce five times). (Demon-
strate on paper in the first space the number 5).
" Vi/rite the next number in the second oblong."
(Bounce seven times).
"wliere is the third oblong? Put the next number
there." (Bounce ball four times. Finish bouncing with six
bounces )
.
"On the other side you will write the number of times
you nepr me tap the bell. You must listen carefully for you
cannot see me tap it. (Tap 2, 4, 6, and 7 times).
Check all papers at close of lesson for correct
formation of numbers and give individual help v/here required.
(
Lesson 49
Aim:
Interpretation of symbols pnd pn understanding of
subtraction tarough the reproduction by drav/ings.
Materials
:
Paper and pencil
Procedure
Following directions from blackboard:
/r>/s >^ a\A/a(/ 3, Take <!3 u / /,
To lie Oi/'/^'i v.
r
2), /.
Tal<'e
Ti o u a f S.
lDr<x U'
/ ^
O 0 0 3
i< % A 0 1
' '
"
^ 0 O 0 0
/ Jj^ o O 0 0 o
o
/ 0 o G> O 0
i4
Lesson 50
Aim:
To proceed from what is known about the meaning of
number 8 to instruction in the meaning of number 8 through
the use of concrete and semi-concrete materials.
Materials
:
Number boxes
Oak tag pictures with colored objects
Procedure
Ihe teacher asks, "Vlftiat do you think of when I say
eight? \Vhat does eight mean to you?"
Responses:
8 schools
8 things
8 bricks
8 nails
4 tomatoes cut in
halves
8 years old
8 pictures
8 mailmen
/ 8 butterflies
4 and 4 are 8
124
4 popsicles with 8
halves
8 designs on paper 4 windov/s broken in
nalves
a big paper folded
in eife;hths
Yi/hen all the responses have been given eight
children are tapped on the shoulder. These are to go to the
front of the room.
"Hov/ many children are at the front of tne room? (8)
How did you know? (I counted). Show us. (Counted by ones).
Does anyone know another way to count them?" (Another counted,
"Two, four, six, eight"). (This was knowledge possessed by
the child and knowledge not gained through classroom instructidi)
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"Find the card with eight pictures on it. VAiich
one has seven? vi/hich one has the most?"
"From your number box take things to make eight in
a rov;. See how many different ways you can make eight."
The teacher lists at board and class count to see
if total is eight. Ilie teacher writes the numbers under
pictures of the objects and then writes the total eight.
A i!i ^ ^ o ooo
Lesson 51
Aim:
3 S
To teach the formation of number 8
Materials
:
Paper folded v;ith 8 made by the teacher
Pencil
Procedure
;
Teacher demonstrates at board saying, "Vi/e make c, s
and finally 8." (Since the children are familiar with manu-
script c and s this is said to try to avoid forming the 8
backwards)
.
Children sky-v/rite 8 and then after tracing the
teacher's copy, they write 8 three more times. Each writes
the eight in the teacher's presence. As she stands at each
desk the teacher checks the formation of 8 and records the
r
12(5 «
names of those needing extra help to be given in another period
Le sson 52
Aim:
An understanding of addition through the use of con-
crete materials and reproduction of number facts by drawings.
Materials
:
Pipe cleaners
Pencil and paper
Procedure
After papers are folded into halves, six pipe
cleaners are arranged at the edge of the paper at the top and
the children write the number six.
"Put five pipe cleaners at the top. Put three more
near them. Vi/hat is the story? Write it." (Turn paper over.)
"Put two pipe cleaners at the top. Put six more
near them. Vi/hat is the story? Write it."
"Put three pipe cleaners at the top. Put five more
near them. V/hat is the story? Write it."
Children illustrate the above stories and each
paper is checked as it is finished.
Put two more pipe cleaners at the top. Kow hov/
many are there? Write the story 6/2=8
X -i^ isf %
0 O 0 o
4> O 6 O
O O 6
O 0 O
5* +- 3 ^ «
0 O 0
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Lesson 53
Aim:
An understanding of term sno ther and sn understanding
of addition of enother item increasing a series by one
.
Materials
:
Paper folded as in diagram
Pencil
Procedure
The children follov>? these bosrd directions after
first item is explained by the teacher, "in the first space I
put one circle and write 1. In the second space I draw another
as the directions tell me. In the third space I write 2 like
this. See if you can follow these directions."
lo Draw another 5D Draw anotner
2A Draw another 6A Draw another
3Q Draw another 7 Dra;v another
4o
1 Draw another S Drav/ another
The papers should be finisned in this manner:
1 o 0
"
2
—
: D CI "
^ Q 6
za a A 3 ZA A Z\ 7
Q D D D o
6 y
c
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Lesson 54
Aim:
To show addition of two to 2, 4, 3, 1, 5 and 6
Materials
;
Semi-circles cut from colored prper
Pencil and paper
Procedure
:
"Put two semi- circles at the top of your paper.
Write the number 2 on your ppper. Pick up tv/o more semi-
circles and put them near the first two. ..lOw many are there
now? How do you write that? Yes, 2 / 2 = 4."
"Put four semi- circles at the top edge of the paper.
In tne second box on your ppper write the num.ber 4. Put tv/o
more semi-circles near t.ae other semi-circles. Now how many
semi- circles are tnere? How would you v/rite the story? Vif'rite
it in the second box where you have already started your story,
"Put three semi-circles at the top edge of your
paper. Put two more ne-'^r them. Vi/hat is the story? 'write it
in the last box on the paper. ShoY^ me the first box on the
other side of your paper, rut one semi-circle at tne top edge
of the paper. Put two more. Vi/rite the story." (Proceed in
sim.ilar fashion as five plus two and six plus two are
developed. Children draw pictures of stories made on paper.)
cc
Lesson 55
Aim
:
An understanding of the fact that interchanging trie
position of numbers does not chpnge the sum.
Materials
:
Beans
Paper and pencil
Procedure
"Put four beans at the top edge of your paper.
Write the number 4 and put four more beans near the first
four. write the story."
"Put six beans at the edge and write the number 6.
Put two more beside the six boans. V^hat is the story? Write
it. If you started with the tv/o v/hat would the story be?
Write that story. Read both." (6 / 2 = 8, 2 / 6 = 8)
"When you draw the picture for this stovj, make it
like this:"
o o o o o o O O
"Put seven beans at the top of the paper. Put
another one nerr them, iiow many are there now? i<Ihs.t is the
story? Yes, we can say 1 and 7 are 8. Write the story. Head
the two stories you wrote in this box."
"After you turn over your paper put five beans at
the top edge. Put two more beans near them. Wa&t is the
story? Write it. How else can you write the story? Read
129
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both stories."
"in the Ipst box on the psper write the number 4
and put four beans at the top edge of the paper, rut three
more beans near the four, iiow many are there now? Tell the
story. Write it. \T/hat other way can you tell the same story?
1/Vrite it. Read both stories."
Children illustrate the above stories.
Lesson 56
Aim:
Review of numbers 2, 3, 4, 5 and addition with
these numbers.
Materials :
Paper and pencil
Procedure
:
After teacher explains the first item in the
directions, children follow printed directions to put the
correct number of objects in the given boxes:
3 4
4 3
2 5
5 2
• • « • « • • * p
3
• » « •
7
• • • •
U
i • « •
H
• *
7
s
• • • • • » *
1« ft 1
.?
5-
• » • * •
7

Lesson 5 7
Aim;
An understanding of subtraction througn the use of
concrete mPxterials.
Materials
:
Colored circles of paper
Procedure
i
'tut eight circles before you. Pretend you have eight
pennies there instead of eight circles. If you spend four of
those pennies how many will be left? Take away four of the
circles and see."
"Now pretend you spend two of those pennies (Eight)
.
How many would be left then? (Six) . hov/ many will you have to
take away if you pretend to spend five pennies? How many would
be left if you spend one?"
Children tell "stories" of above as, "I have eight
pennies and I spend four. 'Ihen I shall hpve only four
pennies .
"
(
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Lesson 58
Aim:
An understanding of subtraction through the use of
concrete materials.
Materials
:
Pumpkin seeds
Paper and pencils
Procedure
"Fold your paper like this. (Demonstrate as in
diagram) .
"Now how many parts did you fold it into? Put three
seeds at the top edge of your paper. V«rite three on jour
paper. Take away^fumpkin seed, iiov/ many are left? Hovi/ will
you write that on your paper? Read it. rut the three seeds
back at the top edge of the paper, wov/ take avi/ay tv/o seeds,
rlow will you write that story?"
Repeat above for 4 take away 1
4 take away 3
5 take away 1
5 take away 4
5 take away 2
5 take away 3
Vi/hen the work with seeds has been completed and the
number stories written the ciiildren are instructed to draw
pictures of the stories.
(
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Lesson 59
Aim:
To proceed from v/hnt is known sbout the number nine
to systematic instruction in the meaning of that number through
the use of semi-concrete and concrete materials.
Ivlaterials
:
Number boxes
Oak tag with colored pictures
9
6 6
6
b 6
d 6
Procedure
The teacher asks, "Vi/hat do you think of when I say
nine? Vi/hat does nine mean to you?"
To this question the following answers were made
and recorded as the individuals s:ave them:
1 mother cat and 8
babies
9 letters on the
word afternoon
1 skinny book with 9
pages
9 pigs 9 schools
9 ribbons 9 books
1 tulip and 9 petals 9 skeletons
9 pieces of candy 9 O'clock
9 glasses 9 trucks
9 desks
1 duck and 8 ducklings
Vi/hen the above have been given the teacher taps nine
9 toys
9 years old
9 pairs of shoes
9 teeth in a mouth
9 baskets
9 little windows in 9 shingles
a bi^A one
(
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children. Each goes to the front of the room ana the teacher
nsks, "How many children do you see here? How did you find
) out there were nine?"
The answer given was, "l counted" and he indicated
his counting one by one. Another child showed that he
counted by twos and added one to make nine as, "I said, two,
four, six, eight and nine." Another indicated another way,
"Three, six, nine."
As the oak tag cards are put in view the teacher
rsks, "How many pictures do you see here? V/hich one has
eight things in it? V/hich one has more than eight? How many
are on the card with more than eight? Is tnere another card
with nine things on it? n/here is the card with five things?
Vi/here is the card with two things? Find the card with seven
things. vVho can find the card v/ith six tilings."
"vVhen directions have been followed to take the
number boxes the children proceed under these instructions:
"See if you can make a long row with nine things in
it. Let us see the different ways of making nine."
As individuals tell the story of the way in which
nine objects are placed in the row, the teacher illustrates
on the board in this manner;
<CX /CX ^ ^ iO ^ L3
.
All the chilaren count to see if the total for each
of the above arrangements is nine.
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Lesson 60
Aim:
To teach the correct fomption of the number 9
Materials
:
Paper folded into fourths with the number 9 formed
by the teacher in the upper right box
Pencils
Procedure
Teacher demons trFtes Ft the board.
Children do sky-writing of the number 9 in the air
following the teacher as she forms the number 9 on the black-
board.
Teacher checks each paper rs each child traces the
teacher's number and then make^ a 9 in each of the remaining
boxes. Those needing extra help are given it at the time.
Lesson 61
Aim:
To reviev/ numbers in series
To review formation of numbers 1 to 9
Materials
Paper pnd pencil
Procedure
Children follow directions written on board after
following directions to fold papers in halves.
Draw 9 boats
Number them
Draw 9 balls
Number them
Draw 9 balloons j^raw 9 belDLs
Number them Number them

Lesson 62
Aim:
An understanding of addition through concrete
materials
.
Ma terials
;
Paper and pencils
Number boxes
Beans
Procedure
:
"Fold your paper in fourths like this:"
,
"Put four beans at tne top edge of the paper. 'nVrite
the number 4. Put five more beans at the top. How many are
there now? V/rite the story."
"Put eight beans at the top edge of your paper.
Put one more near them. How many are there all together?
vVhat is the story? VVrite it. Read it."
"Put tv/o beans at the top edge of the paper. Put
seven beans near them. V/hat is the story now? V/rlte it.
Read it."
"What box are we going to put the next story in?
(Fourth). Put five beans at the top. Put four more near them,
T/i/hat is the story? Write it."
Proceed as above f or ^and three, three and six.
Children illustrate above stories as follow-up work at seats.
I
Lesson 65
Aim:
An unders tPnding of subtraction through the use of
concrete materials and reproduction of addition facts by
drawing
.
Materials
;
Buttons
Paper and pencil
Procedure
:
"Fold your ppper in halves. Put nine buttons at
the top edge of the paper. iVrite the number 9 in the top
half of the prper. Be certain your number looks like this..
(Demonstrate at the blackboard the correct formation as a
review). Take away one of tnose buttons. liovi/ many are left?
How would you tell the story? ui/rlte the story which you have
already started in the top box. Read the story."
"Put nine buttons at the top again. This time take
away three. How many are left? VVhat is the story? Write it
Read it."
"Put nine buttons at the top again. In what half
of the prper will this story go? (The last half). Put nine
buttons at the top and from them take four buttons. How
many are left? Hov/ will you write the story? Yes, 9 take
away 4 leaves 5."
Children illustrate the above number stories. The
finished paper look like diagram on next page.
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Lesson 64
Aim:
An understanding of addition facts through reproduc-
tion by drawings.
Ma terials
:
Paper and pencil
Procedure
Children follow directions as in diagram after the
teacher illustrates the first step.
"The first number is 4 so I put four balls. The
next number in tiiis row is 2 so I put two balls. In the last
box in the row I put the number which tells all the balls I
drew.
"
.r-.
r
H- 3
r 3
(> 2.
It. 3
—
s H-
l.„ If
3
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Lesson 65
Aim:
To begin systematic instruction in the meaning of
10 through the use of concrete materials.
Ma terials
;
Number boxes
Oak tag cards with colored pictures
c <
Procedure
:
When the number boxes have been taken out the
children put ten objects in a rov/ as instructed.
"Let us see hov/ many different ways we have to put
together ten things." Teacher illustrates these at the board
and the class count to see if the total is ten for each
grouping. At this point the teacher shows that it is not
necessary to start at one to find the number of all the object
For example, in the following grouping of pegs,
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the counting may begin with the first two and proceed up to
ten. "v1/e see there are two here so v/e say, 'Two, three,
four, five, six, ."^even, ei^ht, nine, ten.'"
wlien the next grouping is given the teacher explains
it also, "This row strrts with three pegs. .Ve can see there

pre three without stPrting to count from one so we start with
three rnd then sry four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten."
(Teacher demonstrates this in the following drawing:
I I r I f t f t f r \
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After five or six ways of putting ten objects in a
row are explained, attention is directed to the oak tag crrds.
" Which card has tne m^ost on it? How many are there?
Yes, there are ten. Vi/here is the card with tv/o? VVhere is the
card with eight? Vi/hich card has nine?"
"Here is the number 10. '/iThere will it go on the
number chart? Read all the numbers on our chart. vKhich is
the first? Vtoich is the last number on this chart?
Lesson 66
Aim:
To teach the correct formation of the number 10.
Materials:
Arithmetic paper folded in fourths with teacher's 10
made in the upper right box.
Procedure
:
Teacher demonstrates at the board.
Children sky-vv'rite the number 10, following the lines
as the teacher makes them on the board. Children trace the
teacher's copy and go on to the remaining boxes as the teacher
checks each paper and gives help where necessary.

Lesson 67
Aim:
An understanding of addition through ti:ie use of con-
crete materials.
Materials
:
Beans
Paper and pencil
Procedure:
"Fold your paper in fourths. Put five beans at the
top edge of the paper. Put five more near them, riow many
are there all together? What is the story? Write it."
"Put six beans at the top edge of the paper. Four
four more near them, now many are there all together? Y^st
is the story? vVrite it. Read the story."
"put seven beans at, the top of the paper. Put three
beans near them. How many are there all together? Vi/hat is
the story? Vi/rite it."
"Now put eight beans at the top edge of the paper.
Put two more beans near them. How many are there all together
Write the story."
After this work v/ith concrete materials children
illustrate the number stories on their papers.
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Lesson 68
Aim:
An understanding of subtraction
Materials:
Acorns
Paper and pencil
Procedure
:
"Fold your paper in fourths like this. (Demonstrate)
Put ten acorns at the top edge of your paper. Take away six.
How rnpny are left? i/Vhat is the story? Vi/rite the story. Put
ten scorns at the top edge of your prper again. Take away
nine. How many are left? How do we write the story? Vi/rite
it. (10 - 9 = 1) Read it."
"Put ten acorns at the top again. This time take
away seven. How many are left? Vi/hat is the story? vVrite it.
(10 - 7 = 3) Reed it."
"Put the ten acorns at the top again. Take away
two. How msny are left? Write the story." (10 - 2 = 8)
"Put ten acorns at the top. Take away five. How
many are left? Vi/hat is the story? Vi/rite it." (10 - 5 = 5)
"Read all the stories. Novi^ see if you can draw the
pictures to go with the number stories on your paper."
The papers v/hen finished look like this:
1
lo - 2 - a
r
APPENDIX B
ORIGINAL ARITHIviETIC READINESS TEST
V/ITH DIRECTIONS FOR
ADMINISTERING AND SCORING
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING MD SCORING
TrIE ARITHiVlETIC READIl^SS TEST
Each child is equipped with a crayon and a test booklet
and is seated comfortably within sight and hearing of the
person administering the test.
Fifteen seconds are allotted for each item of the test.
The following direction are read as the test is admin-
istered:
"We are going to play some games with the pictures in
these books. Listen and do everything I tell you. Do not
mind if you cannot do everything but do the best you can. Put
a mark everywhere I tell you'.'
"Fold your books over so you see two little boys with
kites. See the two little boys with kites. One little boy
has only one kite. Mark the little boy with one kite, iviark
it like this." (Demonstrate at the blackboard or on a test
booklet
.
)
Mark the highest kite. It
tlFold your books back so you see a man with balloons. tl
Page A
i Item 1
.
See the three balloon men. Mark the man
with the most balloons.
Item 2 See the glasses of milk. Mark the glass
with thft most-—m44Jc
e
Item 3. See the fish bowls. Mark the bov;l with th(
most fish.
"Fold your books over so you see the pictures of pigs."
Page B
Item 1. See the pictures of the pigs. Mark the
picture of the three little pigs.
Item 2. See the boxes v/ith the balls. Mark the
box witn one ball.
Item 3. See the cakes. Mark tne cake v/ith five
candles
.
Item 4. See the picture of kittens. Mark the
two kittens.
"Fold your book back so you see some horses."
Page C
Item 1. See the horses. Mark the third horse.
Item 2. See the dogs. Mark the second dog.
Item 3. See tne ducks. Mark the fifth duck.
Item 4. See the birds. Mark the fourth bird.
Item 5. See the bunnies. Mark the first bunny.
"Turn your book over so you see some blocks."
Page D
Item 1. See these pretty designs. (Indicate).
Mark the circle .
Item 2. See these blocks. (Point to second row).
Mark the sauare.
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Item 3. See these blocks. (Point to third rov/) .
Mark the triangle .
Item 4. See these designs. ( Indicate fourth row).
Mark the semi- circle .
"Fold your books back so you see som-e pumpkins."
Page E.
Item 1. See the pumpkins. Mark the biggest pumpkin(
Item 2. See tne cats. Mark the largest cat.
Item 3. See the pigs. Mark the biggest pig.
Item 4. See the ov/ls. Mark the smallest owl.
Item 5. See the cars. Mark the longest car.
"Turn over so jou see some houses."
Page F
Item 1. See the houses. Mark the middle house.
Item 2. See all the soldiers. (Point to all).
Mark the soldiers in a row.
Item 3. See the girls down here. (Indicate).
Mark the girls who are partners .
"Turn back the page and fold over your books so you see
some stprs."
Page G
Item 1. See the stars. Mark the star with the
circle around it.
Item 2. See the fish. Mark the fish that is
different.
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See the plsnes. Mark the plane up highest.
1
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Item 3. See the pictures of horses. Mark the horse
standing alone .
} Item 4. See the witcnes. kark the lowest witch.
"Turn over so you see a pony."
Page A
Item 1. See the pony. Put a mark under the pony.
Item 2. See the shelves. Mark the bottom shelf.
Item 3. See the tree. Put a mark at the top of
the tree.
"Turn over the page and fold your books back so you see
some clocks.''
Page I
Item 1. See the clocks up here. (Indicate).
Mark the clock that says 8 o'clock.
Item 2. See these clocks. (Indicate).
Mark the clock that says 5 o'clock.
Item 3. See these clocks. (Indicate).
Mark the clock tnat says 11 o'clock.
Rest here if necessary. "Now let us look on the next
page."
Page J
Item 1. This is a new game. Put three marks at the
^
top
.
Item 2. Put one mark at the bottom.
Item 3. Put two marks in the middle .
"Turn over so you see some balls."
r
Page K
Item 1. You will put more than one mark here. Liarli:
the balls that have the same number of
1 ine s
.
Item 2. See these boxes. (Indicate), kake this
empty box (indicate) have the same
number of sticks as this one, (Indicate
box with sticks)
.
Item 3. See this box. (Indicate whole space).
In this place put enough sticks for
eight lollipops.
Item 4. See the pieces of paper. Six children
needed paper. Mark hov/ many the teacher
mu s t pass.
"Turn over so you see cookies."
Page L
Item 1, See the oranges here. (Indicate). Mark
the orange cut in half .
Item 2. See the cookies. Two children each ate
one cookie. iAark how many each ate.
Item. 5. See the sandwiches. Mark the sandwich
cut in quarters .
"Turn over so you see some sticks."
Page M
Item 1. In this box (indicate) you will write a
number. Count these sticks (indicate) to
»c
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yourself. Then write the number that tells
how mfiny sticks you counted.
Item 2. Count these sticks to yourself. (Indicate
sticks). Vi/'rite the number here. (Indicate
box) .
Item. 3. Count these dots. (Indicate), 'iirlte the
number here. (Indicate).
Item 4. Count these dots. (Indicate). 'Write the
number here. (Indicate).
"Turn over so you see numbers."
Page N
Item 1. <i/hat is this number up here? Yes, it is
two. Put two sticks neP'T it.
Item 2. Do not tell this number (indicate) but put
the right number of sticks nerr it.
Item 3. Do not tell this number (indicate) but put
the right number of sticks near it.
Item 4. Do not tell this number (indicate) but put
the right num.ber of sticks nepr it.
Item 5. Do not tell tnis number (indicate) but put
the right number of sticks near it.
"Turn the page over and folc. the books back so you see
candles .
"
Page 0
Item 1. A girl had a birthday party. She was five
years old. She put only four candles on
c
her cake. How mpny more did she need to
make five ? Put s mprk on one candle.'
Item 2. Father gave her three presents. IviOther
gave her one . ksrk now many she got.
Item 3. Mother bought four lol lipops . Grandmother
bought three lollipops. M^rk how many
they bought together.
Item 4. The children had to hunt for peanuts.
One boy found five pepnuts. Another boy
found five peanuts. Mark how many they
found together .
Item 5. See the party hats. iviother made three
for the girls and two for the boys. Mark
hoY^ many she msde all together .
"Turn over so you see balls."
Page P
Item. 1
.
Item 2
Item 3.
Item. 4.
See the balls. A boy had five bells and
lost two . How m.any did ne have left?
Mark them.
Two cfrs rolled av/ay. L.ark how many were
left.
A boy and his father went fishing. The
father caught five fish. The boy caught
four. Msrk how many they caught all to-
gether .
A girl had eight crayons . She broke two
)
crayons. Mark how many were not broken .
Item 5. A boy had six soldiers, t^'our fell dovm.
Mark the soldiers that Vi/ere left after
four fell down.
The time required for total administration approximates
one-half hour. At the beginning of the ye^r the time is long-
er since frequent rest periods must be given for the cnildren
unaccustomed to lengthy sedentary tasks.
The highest possible total score is 64. One point is
Fllov/ed for each item. The items requiring the formation of
numbers (Page M) are judged as correct even if the numbers
4, 9, or 7 are formed incorrectly.
Vr




